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Executive Summary
Introduction
The United States Marine Corps (USMC) is continuing the development and fielding of the
MarineCorps TacticalCommand and ControlSystem(MTACCS), a systemwhichexistsirl
varyingstates of development,fielding,or modernization. MTACCS is currentlycomposedof
the followingcomponents:
•

TacticalCombat OperationsSystem (TCO) for ground command and control (C2),

® Intelligence Analysis System (IAS)with a Genser terminal connected to a TCO workstation
for intelligence C2,
•

Marine Integrated Personnel System (MIPS) and a TCO workstation using the Marine
Combat Personnel System (MCPERS) software for personnel C2,

® Marine Integrated Logistics System (MILOGS) which is composed of the Landing Force
Asset Distribution System (LFADS), the Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) II, and a
TCO terminal usinq the Marine Combat Logistics System (MCLOG) for logistics C2,
O

® Marine Corps Fire Support System (MCFSS) for fire support C2, and
•

Advanced Tactical Air Command Central (ATACC) and the Improved Direct AirSupport
Central for aviation C2.

An evolutionary acquisition(EA) approach has been adopted by the Marine Corps Sy,,,tem
Command (MARCORSYSCOM) for the development of MTACCS. The EAstrategy for development, including the Field Development System (FDS) concept, employs the concept of "build a
little, test a little, field a little." Utilizing the FDS, MTACCS will be developed through a series of
builds, with each build being more mature than the previous. Each build will culminate in an
assessment by Fleet Marine Force (FMF) personnel. Each assessment will also include
demonstrations of advanced technologies and emerging prototype systems. The first assessment of MTACCS, FDS-1, consisted of an exercise where the FMF utilized MTACCS component systems during a Marine Expeditionary Brigade (MEB) Command Post Exercise (CPX).
This assessment occurred at the Marine Corps Air-Ground Combat Center (MCAGCC),
Twentynine Palms, California, between 16th and 24th of November 1991. This two volume
report provides a summary of the results of FDS-I. lt is a compilation of the results of the PNL
data collection effort, and the after action reports submitted by the 7th MEB, MCTSSA, and the
various MARCORSYSCOM Program Offices.
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Objectives
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The goal of the FDS-1 assessment was to initiate a partnership between the FMF, Marine
Corps Combat Development Command (MCCDC), and MARCORSYSCOM In the development
and fielding of an integrated command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence
(C41)system, MTACCS. The overarching objectives supporting this goal were threefold:
•

To proVidethe FMF with an opportunity to assessthe acceptability of MTACCS and its
component systems during the development and post fielding,

•

To provide feedback to MCCDC and MARCORSYSCOM regarding new and changed
operational, functional, and technical requirements for C41systems, and

® To facilitate the integration of MTACCS component systems through incrementally building
and testing of MTACCS.
This partnership will allow the FMF to influence the design of tactical USMC systems currently under development as MTACCS through an iterative process of measuring developmental system capability against existing capability, and providing feedback to direct system development and refine tactical requirements.
Specifically, the objectives of the MTACCS FDS-1 assessment were to identify, through
FMF and other subject matter expert (SME) feedback, those aspects of system concept and
design that: provided improved capability to commanders and their staff, provided little or no
benefit to the commanders and their staff, demonstrated potential which should be further
developed, refined, or enhanced for future deployments of MTACCS, and were not currently
present but which should be incorporated to improve C2.
These objectives were to be met, in part, by focusing on the TCO as a stimulus for cornments on command and control capabilities, augmented through information gained from after
action reports prepared by other Marine Corps organizations, such as the 7th MEB, Marine
Corps Tactical System Support Activity (MCTSSA), and MARCORSYSCOM Program Offices.
In addition, the assessment provided input into the definition of the MTACCS FDS-2 evolution, and helped establish a methodology template for future MTACCS FDS assessments.

Methods Used
=

"

The MTACCS FDS-1 assessment was conducted in three stages: training performed primarily at Camp Pendleton, California, from 15 October 1991through 7 November 1991; the
pilot test performed at the MCAGCC from 16 through 19 November 1991; and the field assessment at MCAGCC from 20 through 24 November. Three phases were planned for FDS-I"
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phase I - hardware connectivity only; phase II - hardware and limited radio; and phase Iii - radio
and displacement of the Ground Control Element (GCE).
The field assessment was developed around a hypothetical, unclassified MEB operational
scenario. Designated representative force list organizations and agencies within and assigned
to the 7th MEB were identified as "players;:and equipped with the available configurations of the
MTACCS hardware and software. Player organizations established their command posts in
accordance with their normal standing operating procedures (SOPs), and during the execution
of the field assessment, responded to scenario events as though they were engaged in actual
tactical operations. Organizations participating as players during FDS-1 included the command
elements of the MEB, a Marine Aircraft Group (MAG), a Regimental Combat Team (RC'T),a
Brigade Service Support Group (BSSG),two infantry battalions, and an artillery battalion.
A Tactical E,<erciseControl Group (TECG) was established to manage the tactical exercise
and simulate subordinate elements, organizations external to the MEB, and the opposing
forces (OPFOR). Control cells were used to provide the stimulus to the assessment players.
Control cells were staffed with knowledgeable personnel who provided reports and responded
to requests for information in consonance with a realistic tactical situation. To perform their
respective simulated function(s), control cells were equipped with various types of devices,
such as Digital Communications Terminals (DCTs) and TCO terminals, to accommodate digital
data input into the systems under assessment. Control of the tactical aspects of the exercise
was maintained through maneuver of the OPFOR units. The Tactical Warfare Simulation, Eval:

uation and Analysis System (TWSEAS)was used to maintain realism in the battlefield simulation and to provide tactical engagement results to the control cell members.
Data were collected by numerous groups during the field assessment. These groups
included representatives from MCTSSA, each component system Program Office, and the
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL). Data collection was performed by trained data collection
teams through observations and the administration of interviews and questionnaires.

Conduct of the Assessment
As would be expected of an untried approach to EA assessment, the MTACCS FDS-1
assessment experienced a number of difficulties in its conduct. These difficulties included a
system that was not as robust as hoped, a very challenging assessment environment (e.g.,
sandy, windy, primitive, etc.), technical difficulties in establishing and maintaining communications, configuration management problems, and a significant learning curve experienced by ali
participants. Due to the persistent comrnLmicationsdifficulties over single channel radio, the
field assessment did not transition beyond phase I.
Despite these difficulties, FDS-1 can be considered a success and a validation ot _heFDS
process. 'Theassessment provided a number of opportunities to both the MTACCS deveiopment communit_ and the FMF participants. The development community observed the
V

operation of their systems in the end-user environment and gained valuable insights into FMF
needs. The FMF gained experience and exposure to the emerging world of MTACCS
automated C2, and provided critical direct Input into the future design of MTACCS.

_1

Major Lessons Learned
Major lessonslearnedfrom FDS-1 are summarizedbelowby programmatic, operational,
technical,ant( FDS processperspectives.
From a programmaticperspective,FDS-1 representedthe firstopportunity,for
MARCORSYSCOM to fieldan integratedsuite of systemsas a snapshotof MTACCS developmental progress. Thisfieldingresultedin identifyingof a number of strengthsand weaknesses
of MTACCS, and provideda unique opportunityfor the FMF to provide input into th_ design
process. The use of FDS assessmentsshould be continued, lt was alsoobviousthat development and communication of expectations(i.e., management of expectations)iscriticalIo the
successof futureFDS assessm¢ilts. FMF participantsreportedt,_atthey expected much more
outof FDS-1 than was demonstrated. The goa!s and milestonesfor each FDS must be realistic, withali progressand changes communicatedto a_lpa_icipants on a regular basis.
From an operationalperspective, a numberof majorlessonswere learned. These included
the following:
• The development community needs to ensure that the tasks being automated are appropri..
ate,for automation, and that the allocation of automated functions needs to be stratified by
echelon.
•

Current and future fielding of MTACCS systems could be seriously constrained by mobility
consider3tions and limitations in tactical power and communications system capability.
MTACCS development should be an integrated effort that includes considerations for mobility, power, and communications.

•

MTACCS development needs to be more responsive to the diverse types of missions
performed by the FMF, especially with the changes occurring in the nature of the threat.
Current and future systems need be better designed to support missions such as
amphibious and noncombatant evacuation operations.

z
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From a technical perspective, it was apparent that during FDS-1, MTACCS provided a number of automated capabilities desired by the FMF. These included the following:
•

Electronic tactical graphics, which assisted the FMF user in having a common picture of the
battlefield through the graphical overlays and automated position location information. This
capability was rudimentary in some systems and well developed in others. Ali systems
needed to improve this capability, especially by implementing electronic terrain maps.
vi
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® Automated
journal
capability,
which helped
user to
maintain
a recordneeded
of message
Through FMF
participants'
comments,
it wasthe
evident
that
this capability
to be traffic.
more
fully integrated with their combat operations center (COC) routines.
•

Digital message capability, which provided message templates and improved the overall
information exchange process. This capability, like that of the automated journal, ne_.Jsto
incorporate the suggestions of the FMF participants to move closer to meeting the users'
needs.

From a FDS assessment perspective, the process was shown to be basically sound, but it
should be fi,le tuned in a number of ways. First, representatives of both the user and the
component systems need to become involved in the planning process much earlier. FDS-1
was severely hampered in its early planning by the lack of FMF participants because of
DESERTSHIELD/DESERT STORM. Second, it was obvious that future FDS evolutions must
include more systematic laboratory and integration testing priorto transitioning to the field
assessment.

Recommendations
Based on the results of FDS-1, the followingrecommendationsare provided.
0

First,the FDS process of developmentshouldbe continued. FDS-1 succeeded in achieving
its major objectives, and this success should be built on.

•

Second, future FDS evolutions need to be more closely coordinated, with representatives of
ali participating agencies involved early on in the planning process. This is especially true of
representatives of the user. Implicit in this is the need for a strong central organization for
providing the necessary coordination.

•

Third, the goals for each evolution need to be realistic. The degree of functionality and the
milestones to be achieved by the developmental systemsfor each FDS evolution should be
based on available resources and time.

•

Fourth, the FMF feedback resulting from FDS-1 should be closely reviewed by,he requirements and development communities and Incorporated, as appropriate, in future MTACCS
design.

•

Finally, the requirements for automation differ by echelon and staff section. The requirements and development communities need to determine how best to implement automation throughout the MAGTF.

®
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Background
The United States Marine Corps (USMC) is continuingthe developmentand fieldingof the
Marine Corps TacticalCommand and ControlSystem(MTACCS), a systemwhichexistsin
varyingstatesof development,fielding,or modernization. MTACCS iscomposedof componentsfrom the functionalareas of groundand 'Jorcelev._lcommand and control(C2), intelligence C2, combatservicesupportC2 (personneland logistics),fire supportC2, and aviation
(32. These functionalareas were broadlyrepresentedat FDS-1, respectively,bythe following
systems:
•

TacticalCombat Operations (TCO)

•

Intelligence Analysis System (IAS) with a Censer terminal connected to a TCO workstation

® Marine Integrated Personnel System (MIPS)and a TCO workstation using the Marine
Combat Personnel (MCPERS) so.rare
•
O

Marine Integrated Logistics System (MILOGS)composed of the Landing Force Asset
Distribution
System
(LFADS),
the Marine
Air-GroundTask
Forcesoftware
(MAGTF) II system, and a
TCO
workstation
using
the Marine
Combat
Logistics (MCLOG)

•

An interim system represented by the Marine Corps Fire Support System (MCFSS)

® Advanced Tactical Air Command Central (ATACC) and the Improved Direct Air Support
Central (IIJASC).
These C2 systems will share information and provide decision-making support to their
respective functional area commanders and staff. In addition, the TCO will provide an integrated picture of the battlefield to the MAGTFcommanders and staffs.
The United States Marine Corps Systems Command (MARCORSYSCOM) has adopted an
evolutionary acquisition (EA) approach 'forMTACCS that employs the concept of "build a little,
test a little, field a little." In EA, a system of partial functionality, is built, tested, and fielded
(wholly or in part) in order to obtain feedback from the user community so that it can be fac..
tored into continuing development.
A key element of this F_Astrategy is the Field Development System (FDS). MTACCS
component systems will be evolved over a series of builds with each build more mature than
the previous, leading to the deployment of the objective command and control system. Each

G
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build will culminate in an assessment,using Fleet Marine Forces (FMF), to determine how well
each component system is meeting the FMF's requirements, and what direction the next development cycle should take.
MARCORSYSCOM tasked the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), as their MTACCS systems engineering and integration (SE&I) contractor, to perform the planning, conduct, and
report preparation for the assessment of the first FDS evolution, FDS-1. While this broad
charter was focused on evaluating the prototype of the TCO, some data were collected on other
component systems. Detailedassessmentsof other component systems were the responslbil.
ity of representativesof those ProgramOffices.

.

This report isorganized intotwo volumes. Volume 1 presentsthe resultsofthe PNL
conductedFDS-1 assessment,along with abstractionsof data from after actionreportsprepared by other ProgramOffices,the Marine Corps TacticalSystem Support Activity(MCTSSA),
and the 7th Marine ExpeditionaryBrigade (MEB). Volume 2 containsAppendicesA through G.
AppendixA containsthe detailedanalysesof the questionnairedata collected during FDS-1.
Appendices BthroughG contain,respectively,the after actionreportssubmitted by the 7th
MEB, MCTSSA, DPM Intelligence,DPM Ground Combat ServiceSupport, DPM FireSupport,
and DPM Communications/Navigation.

|

1.2 Objectives

O

The objectivesof the FDS-1 assessmentwere twofold: first,to providean opportunityfor
direct FMF involvem_ntin the design processfor MTACCS, in general,and TCO, specifically.
The second objectivev_-_"to usethe TCO and other componentsystemsas catalyststo
develop more refineddesignrequirementsfor furtherMTACCS evolutions. Inputsfrom the
FMF were used to identifyhowwell the systems: met their requirements,needed to be
enhanced to meet their requirements,did not meet theirrequirements,or required additional
functionality.
The MTACCS suite of systems deployed during FDS.1 constituted a first step towards the
objective system, and was to be used to explore and validate concepts, Participants were
briefed that the systems would, in most cases, not meet ali user requirements and that the
MTACCS acquisition process was evolutionary.

1.3 Limitations
The assessment had two basic limitations. These were as follows:
® This assessment was focused primarily on the TCO system and its interfaces with other
component systems.

®
:

1.2

O

•

Aplanned
technical
assessment
of the
TCO Marine-machine
interface
(MMI)
using human
factors design
checklists
could not
be performed
due to limited
availability
of the
equipment.

In addition, there were a number of difficulties encountered during FDS-1 that had an impact on
the data collection and analysis. These difficulties included the following:
•

Because of constant changes to the TCO software during FDS.1 and a general lack of TCO
software configuration management, the true na,'ureof the software system being evaluated
could not be accurately documented, and the evaicators could never be confident that data
collected during the early part of the assessment werr_still completely valid.

•

Considerable technical difficulties were encountered in establishing and maintaining communications, as well as a lack of robust software. As a result, the assessment never transttioned from the first phase where communications were being conducted through wire.
Because of this, the FMF personnel who were participarlts inthe assessmentmay have
developed a negative bias in their perceptions of the MTACCS systems deployed for FDS-1.
Also the inability to transition beyond phase 1 resulted in not being able to fully address ali
the assessment issues.

•

Confusion regarding the actual capabilities of TCO and other MTACCS systems was
considerable. While the contractors' efforts to train the FMF on TCO and the other systems

O

were
good,
theyseemed
were hampered
byaware
lack ofoftime,
space,
and equipment.
Because
of this,
the
users
never
to be truly
the full
potent:mlof
each system
and how
to
make it perform to this potential.
•

The FMF users had some difficulty distinguishing between TCO and other systems being
employed during FDS-1, such as MIPS/MILOGS functionality resident on the terminals
used to interface with TCO. This made it difficult, sometimes, for the data analysts to determine when a comment was directed at TCO or at another facet of MTACCS.

O
1.3

2.0 Methods
This section describes the assessment Issues,the methodology used to collect data relevant to the issues, and the methods used to analyze the data.

2.1 Issues
During the planning period for FDS-1, specific MTACCS assessment Issues were developed, iteratively refined, and published in the Final Draft FDS-1 Evaluation Plan.(a) Since
MTACCS Is comprised of a number of component systems, each with similar but not identical
characteristics,these issues were relevant, for the most part, to all. These issues were loosely
grouped as follows:

0

•

Functionality --which determines the capability of MTACC.Sto perform the functions
required to meet MTACCS operational concept and objectives.

•

Operational effectiveness- which determlnes the extent to which the functions provided by
MTACCS support the accomplishment of the user mission.

•

Usabilitywhich determines
how well the of
design,
operation, and proc_aduresof MTACCS
meet the expectations
and requirements
the users.

•

Mobility- which determines the ease with which MTACCS can be transported from one
location to another via shore, ship and air lift operations.

•

Survivability- which determines the ability of MTACCS to endure anticipated conditions of
enemy action, weather, and terrain. Continuity of operations (CONOPS)is subsumad
under survivability.

•

Vulnerability- which determines MTACCS's susceptibility to electronic warfare (EW) and
similar threats.

•

Security- which determines MTACCS's provisions for restricting access to controlled
information.

(a) Avery, L.W., D. R. Eike, B. A. Fecht, J.G. Heubach, S.T. Hunt, C.W. Holmes, S. F.
Savage, and A. P. Shepard. 1991. Final Draft, MTACCS FDS-1 Evaluation Plan. Prepared by Pacific Northwest Laboratories for the U.S. Marine Corps Research, Development,
and Acquisition Command.
2.1

o Trainability. which determines the amount and quality of training required for users to
obtain and maintain skills and knowledge needed to operate MTACCS effectively,
•

Manpower and personnel- which determine the extent to which MTACCS can be easily set
up, operated, and maintained by currently assigned Marine Corps personnel.

•

Flexibility and extendibility - which determine the capability of MTACCS to be easily modified to accommodate changing requirements.

•

Power and logistics- which determine the Impact of logistics elements as defined by the
Defense Systems Management College (DSMC) and USMC documents for Integrated logistics support (ILS), and the Iogistlc irnpact of introducing MTACCS to the FMF.

•

Reliability, availability, and maintainabUity, which determine the extent to which the
MTACCS is subject to failure, available when needed, and easily restored to working order.

ij_l

As the assessment neared, these issues were revised to reflect the following:
'

•

A better understanding of the MTACCS functionality that would be present at FDS.1,
especially for TCO.

•

A change in the focus of the assessment away from doing a detailed assessment of TCO to
using TCO as a catalyst for eliciting FMF requirements for a C2 system.

O

Table 2.1 presents a summary of the issues and a,,,sociatedsub issues used during the
FDS-1 assessment.

2.2 Assessment Design
The FDS-1 assessment was conducted to evaluate, through FMF user feedback, the ability
of selectively integrated hardware and software to improve both vertical and horizontal command and control within the MAGTF. The systems selected for participation in FDS-1 are identified in Section 1.0. Due to the operational orientation of the assessment, it was decided that
the best approach was to provide the FDS'I integrated system suite to appropriately trained
Marine users and evaluate its use during an actual exercise under as close to realistic conditions as equipment limitations allowed. For economic and exercise control reasons, a MEB
command post exercise (CPX)was selected as the assessment vehicle.
The exercise structure was developed around a hypothetical, unclassified MEB operational
scenario. Designated representative force list organizations and agencies within tile MEB were
identified as "players" and equipped with the appropriate configurations of the hardware and
software undergoing assessment. Player organizations established their command posts in
accordance with their normal standing operating procedures and, during the execution of the
2.2
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Table 2.1. Summary of AssessmentIssuesand Sub Issues,
as Applicable,for FDS-1
Issu..e

Subissues

Functionality

FunctionalCapabilities
Hardware
Communications
Interfaces
Operational and Organizational
Usability

Operational Effectiveness

OperationalEffectiveness
System Response

Usability

Ease of Use
InformationPresentation
Data Entry
Data Display
Screen Design
Network Issues

'

O

Large
and Mapping
Medium Screen Displays
Electronic
Mobility

None

Security

LOG-ON/LOG-OFF Procedures

Trainability

None

CPX, responded to scenario events as though they were engaged in actual tactical operations.
Player personnel used the participating systems throughout the CPX where applicable. Organizations participating as players during FDS-1 included the command elements of the MEB, a
Marine Aircraft Group (MAG), a Regimental Combat Team (RCT), a Brigade Service Support
Group (BSSG),two infantry battalions, and an artillery battalion. This exercise structure is
depicted in Figure 2.1.

0

A Tactical Exercise Control Group (TECG) was established to manage the tactical exercise
and simulate subordinate elements, organizations external to the MEB, and the opposing
forces (OPFOR). Control cells were used to provide the stimulus to the assessment players.
Control cells were staffed with knowledgeable personnel who provided reports and responded
to requests for infol'mation in consonance with a realistic tactical situation. To perform their
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Located at TWSEASI

Structure Fielded for FDS-1

respective simulated function(s), control cells were equipped with various types of devices,
such as Digital Communications Terminals (DCTs) and TCO terminals, to accommodate digital
data input into the systems under assessment. Control of the tactical aspects of the exercise
was maintained through maneuver of the OPFOR units. The Tactical Warfare Simulation, Evaluation and Analysis System ('TWSEAS) was used to maintain realism in the battlefield simulation and to provide tactical engagement results to the control cell members.
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O

munioations
The assessment
over wire.
wasPhase
to be 2conducted
was to consist
in three
of aphases.
gradual Phase
migration
1 was
of communications
to consist of com,to
radio. Phase 3 was to consist of communications over radio with the RCT being displaced,
Because of the operational nature of the assessment, a fundamental decision was made not
to "lead" subjects In their use of the systems under assessment, Subjects were provided the
systems as tools and allaWedto use them In operational situations as appropriate based on
their needs and system functional capabilities. The simulation, therefore, was not structured to
facilitate tile Introduction of detailed, replicable data for capture and later analysis; qualitative,
anecdotal Information was the focus. Data collectors were present at designated locations during the CPX to observe and record user comments, and Interviews and questionnaires Were
used immediately following the exercise to.capture data in a more structured manner.

2.3 Data Collection
Data were collected by numerous agencies during FDS-1. This r_port discusses only those
data collection methods used by PNL data collection teams.
During FDS-1, data were collected on the attitudes of FMF personnel towards the performance of TCO and its interfaces to other component systems, the MTACCS and FDS concepts,
and what design considerations an automated C2 system needs to meet user requirements.
O

Four data collection methods were used: observations, questionnaires,interviews, and notes
submitted by FMF personnel. Each method, with the exception of FMF personnel notes, was
administered by trained data collection teams. The data collection teams, data collection
methods, and data analysis techniques employed for FDS..1are briefly discussed in the following sections.
2,3.1 Data Collection Teams
Ten experienced PNL data collectors gathered information during the FDS-1. To assist in
interpreting the events of FDS-1, each data collector was paired with a USMC officer to form a
data collection team. Ali of the data collection teams received training on MTACCS and the use
of the data collection methods. During the FDS-1 assessment, each combat operations center
(COC) was staffed by a data collection team, with the exception of the MEB, where two teams
were used. Following the end of the exercise ali of the PNL data collection teams participated
in the pcst-exercise administration of questionnaires and Interviews.

'

2.3.2 Data Collection Methods
Data were collected using observations, questionnaires, Interviews, and notes from FMF
personnel, Each is described in the following.

O
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2.3.2.1 Observations
While stationed in the COCs each data collection team recorded events, observations, and
comments, both positiveor negative, resultingfrom the use of the TCO system and its
Interfaces to othersystems. These observationswere recorded in two categories: significant
eventsor general comments. S_gniflcanteventsconsistedof those eventsthat had a major
impact on some aspectof the COC operations. The generalcomr lents categorywas used to
record non-specificeffectsof TCO and its interfaces,possiblemethods to improve the system,
and non-specificcomments or concernsaboutthe TCO systemvoiced by FMF personnel.
Commentsabout other MTACCS components ,hd FDS-1 concepts were recorded as general
comments.

e

2.3.2.2 Questionnaires
Three types of questionnaires were administered to gather FMF personnel assessments of
the TCO implemented during FDS-1, ratings of the importance of MTACCS C2 system functions, and acceptability of the preformatted reports Implemented in this version of TCO. Each
of these questionnaires is discussed in the following.
1. Assessment of the TCO - Three related questionnaires were used to gather information
on the opinions of FMF personnel towards TCO. The questions for each questionnaire were
drawn from the same general set of questions, but the exact questions varied depending on
whether the respondent was an operator, staffofficer, or commander. In order to compensate
for the limited availability of info:mation on the capabilities of the software prior to the assessment exercise, the questions dealt with very general aspects of a C2 system.
The questionnaires were referred to as the "Commander's Questionnaire", the "Staff
Officer's Questionnaire", and the "Operator's Questionnaire". Respondents completed each of
these questionnaires during the interview sessions conducted immediately following the FDS-1
CPX. In addition to the numerical ratings respondents were encouraged to write down comments about the performance of TCO. While the questionnaires were being completed, at least
one data collection team was present to answer questions pertaining to the questlonnaires
themselves,
2. Functional Requirements Ratings- A questionnaire was developed to assess the
opinions of FMF personnel towards the importance of automating certain aspects of MTACCS
C2. The C2 capabilities were ranked by officers and non-commissioned officers according to
the eight point rating scale illustrated below:
Negative
Impact
0

Inconsequential
Impact
1

2

Desired
Capability
3

4

Significant
Enhancement
5

6

Necessary
Requirement
7

8
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3.the
TCO
Reportsshort questionnaire
designed
gather
Information
about
the utilItyof
report
formatsAprovided
by TCO for was
ground
C2 andtoas
interfacesto
other
systems.
These questionnaireswere administered to enlistedpersonneland non-commissioned officers
during the InterviewsessionsconductedfOllowingthe exercise,
2,3.2.3 Interviews
Followingthe completion ofthe FDS-1 assessmentexercise,a seriesof Interviewswere
conductedby the data collectionteam withthe FMF personnelwho interactedwith TCO. The
intef_/iewswere designedto gather impressionsand opinions of FMF personnel about the
performance of TCO and its Interfaces,_neMTACCS concept, and, to a lesserextent, the FDS
process.
The da'_acollection teams wereinstructedto use the moderator'sguide only as a resource
for startingconversationswiththe Interviewees.Once conversationwas begun, the intervleweeswere allowedto guidethe focusof the Interviewsthemselves, as long as the Issues discussed relatedto TCO, the MTACCS conceptor the FDS process.
The Intervieweeswere groupedintothese categories: operators,staffofficers,and commanders. The operators,consistingof enlistedpersonneland non-commissionedofficerswho
usedTCO during the exercise, were interviewedin groupsof about 15 Individuals drawn from
two orthree differentCOCs. Commissionedofficers and non-ccmmissionedofficerswho Intere

acted with TCO during the exercisecomprised the staff officers. They were interviewed in
groups of 20-30 individuals drawn from two or three different COCs. The commanders consisted ofthe commanders of each COC and selected other officers who were Involved in the
FDS.1 exercise. They were interviewed individually.
2.3.2.4 Notes from FMF Personnel
A substantial number of written comments were submitted by FMF personnelto different
data collection team members. These comments were included wlth the other results obtained
during data collection.

2,4 Analysis Methods
i

This section describes the methods used to categorize and analyze the data gathered by
PNL during FDS-1. There were two general types of data: quantitative data (numerical ratings)
and qualitatl,re data (text). The methods used to analyze these types of data were different and
will be described in separate sections.
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2.4.1 Quantitative Data Analysis

O

Rating data were generated by the Commander', Staff Officer, Operator, Functional Requirements, and TCO Reports cuestionnaires. The following analyses were performed on the data
from each questionnaire: a frequency count of the responses to each question and the overall
mean response values for each question with ordinal response values, e.g., a rating from 1to 6
(For a listing of these values see Appendix A in Volume 2). Due to the nature of the data,
inferential statisticswere not appropriate.
2.,4.2 Qualitative DataAnalysis
The vast majorityof the data gathered during the assessment was in the form of text. This
text consistedof comments writtenon the differentquestionnaires,notesabout TCO's performante submitted by Marines,observationsand commentsmade by data collectors,and notes
collectedduringthe Interviews, These data were entered intoa text management data base In
whichthey could be searchedand sorted, based on the words containedwithinthe text Itself.
The data collectorsalso used keyw_rds in their notesto facilitatesearchingthe data. Those
comments that came from the questionnairescouldalso be sortedby the specificquestions
and questionnaireswith whichthey were originallyassociated.
After the textualdata base had been configured,the data basewas used to provideInformation based on a varietyof searches,each search being relevantto a particularaspect of the
assessment. Inferenceswere then drawn based on the comments and notes submitted by the
Marines and data collectors.

_ll
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3.0 Findings
The following section presentsa summary of the findings from the FDS-1 assessment,
These data Include that collected by PNL and summaries of information contained In other after
action report_. In many cases, recommendatlons of FMF personnel, PNL data collectors, and
MARCORSYSCOM personnel are presented along with the findings.
As discussed in Section 1.3, there were a number of limitations Imposed on the data collection. As a result of these Ilmltatlons, the assessmentteam focused more on Identlfylng what the
FMF personnel believed they needed In an automated command and control system, using the
automated systems fielded during FDS-1 as catalyts for comments, rather than on quantifying
and evaluating the actual MTACCS systems.
These results, for the most part, represent the distillation of FMF comments and observations from FDS-1 regarding design considerations for automated tactical command and control
systems. Given the qualitative nature of much of these data, this distillation represents the data
analysts' {nterpretation of the comments and observations made by FMF and other personnel
rather than a quantitative analysis. Specific findings described in these sections may have
resulted from one or more reports Included In the data base.
This section has been prepared not to provide an assessment of the acceptability of the
used
but
for future MTACCS
lt
MTACCS systems
during FDS-1,
ratherdirection
evolutions.
must be emphasized that these data should be used primarily as an Information source to further define design requlrements.
The results are reported as design considerations for the following: MTACCS, Ground C2,
Intelligence C2, Combat Service Support C2, FireSupport C2, Aviation C2, and the FDS
Process.

3.1 MTACCS
The design considerations for MTACCS were defined as those that are more relevant to two
or more systems within MTACCS as opposed to a single component system. This does not
preclude using the design considerations from those sections that address specific MTACCS
component systems, This is especially true for those that address TCO usability.
The MTACCS design considerations were derived from the results of the requirements
questionnaire, observations by PNL personnel, comments by FMF personnel, results of the
interviews, and review of the after action reports prepared by MCTSSA and the 7th MEB. These
considerations are presented in terms of the results of the requirements questionnaire, general
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capabilities,graphical display, Marine common hardware suite (MCHS), power requirements,
communications, and operational and organizational impacts are discussed in the following
sections.
3.1.1 Requirements Questionnaire
The RequirementsQuestionnairewas administeredto FMF personnelduringthe courseof
the early part of the FDS-1 assessment. Responseswerereceivedfrom74 individuals.The
breakdownof officersand enlistedpersonnelis presentedin Table 3,1.
The resultsare detailedin Table 3.2. The FMF perceivedthat 14 (24%) of the 54 listed
capabilitieswere necessaryand 40 (76%) werea significantenhancement. No capabilitieswere
rated by the majorityof FMF personnelas being lessthan a significantenhancement. One
interestingphenomenonisthat the two most importantcapabilities,voice communicationsand
back-upof data on floppydisks,reflectdifficultiesexperiencedduringFDS-1. Whetherthis
representscause and effectis unknown.
3.1.2 General Capabilities
3.1.2.'_ Appropriateness of Automation
Therewere a numberof concernsaboutthe appropriatenessof the automation.
First, concern was expressed about the extensivenessof the automation of C2 activities.
Some users believed that some C2 tasks should be automated and some should not. An
example given was the Joint Tactical Air Request (JTAR). This request is usually performed at
the Direct Air Support Center (DASC) over manual voice links and was reported to take 5 to 10
minutes longer using TCO.

Table 3.1. Officers and EnlistedPersonnel Completing the
Requirements Questionnaire, by COC

MEB
Officer
Enlisted
Totals

RC._._T MAG

COC
BSSG

INF BN

ARTY BN

Totals

12

10

5

4

12

7

50

8

2

3

2

7

2

24

20

12

8

6

19

9

74
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Table 3.2. Perceived Importance of C2 Capabilities, Ranked by Mean Rating

O

Necessary Requlrement

SlgrHfloantEnhancement

Quickly establish voice communication
Back-up data on floppy dlsJ"_
Umlt accessto data for security
Transmit text
Transmitand receive messages
Prepare reportswith automated tool
Preparerequestwith automated tool
Processclassified informationwith automated tool
Recreate configurationusingfloppy disks
Recall messagesfrom journal
Reeonflgurecommunication pathwaysto
accommodate computer failures
Determinewhen a message was transmitted
Determinewhen message was received

Display realtime location Information from PLRS
Malntaln automated Journal In COC
Automatically Identifymoblllty corridors
Send messagesto everyonein system
Receiveupdate from GPS
Generatemap overlays
Transmitgraphics
Prepare orders
Perform automated terrainanalysis
Transmitand receivegraphics
Automaticallyperform logisticsand time analyses
Maintain journal at each station
Automaticallycreate INTELcollection plans
Import/export to other softwareprograms
Prepare plans using automated tool
Transmit/receiveinformationfrom/to MIPS
Displayrealtime informationfrom ATACC
Update situationmap automatically,based on incoming messages
Determine friendlystatusof supply classes I-X
PrepareCOAswithautomated tool
Transmit/receive LFADSInformation
AccessInstructionalinformation(on.linehelp)
Send messagesto PLRSunit
Monitor personnelstatusrequests
Monitorcurrentstatusof
Track WIA
Displaysituationalmaps
Generateback.up situationmaps
Generateback-up map overlays
Determineavailabilityof communicationassets
Electronicallydisplaysituationover paper map on LSD
Determinewhen message action complete
Automaticallypredictenemy COA
Plot computergraphicson acetate
Displaycolorgraphics
Transmit/receiveMAGTFIIinformation
Automaticallypredictweatherinformation
Determinewhen messageswere received
Handle EPW
Displaysituationover paper map on MSD
Overheardfunction

0

A second concern related to the way the automation for FDS-1 was designed, especially
TCO. Ali echelons had essentially the same hardware system, with identical software
capabilities. Pn concept this is not necessarily wrong, but findings from FDS-1 suggest that
automated c_pability should possibly be stratified by echelon and even by staff section. For
example, each COC would have a minimum core capability, with additional capability included
as required by echelon. In addition, each staff section within an echelon would have the system

3.3

customized to its particular needs. Examples provided by FMF personnel Include providing
each section with reports organized in an order that expedites the performance of its reporting
tasks, and the battalion level intelligence section possibly needing only a data base, not
graphics.
A third concern related to having ali staff sections on a single local area network (LAN) or'
net. Ground combat element (GCE) comments indicated that the traffic passed by the $1/$4
sections tended to slow performance of the COC's TCO LAN. The need for these staff sections
being on the TCO net at the RCT and lower echelons was questioned, though there would still
be aneed for some type of connectivity to the operations section's IAN.
These concerns suggest that the requirements and development communities need to
conduct a thorough review of how best to integrate automation into the FMF. This review
should be directed at more closely defining where automation is best employed in the C2
process, what functionality is truly required at each echelon and staff section, how to best
structure communications among staff sections, and what degree of customization capability
each staff section needs.
3.1.2.2 Additional Data Base Information

t

One capability requested was the availability of data bases containing additional reference
information. An example given was the Equipment Allowance File (EAF) and the table of
equipment (T/E). These could be either on the hard drive or on a floppy disk. On-line or
removable disk resident information data bases should be included in MTACCS automation.

a_

3.1.2.3 Design Consistency with USMC Requirements
MTACCS, particularlyTCO, MarineCombat LogisticsSystem (MCLOG)and Marine
Combat PersonnelSystem (MCPERS),was nottotallyconsistentwiththe requirementsof the
USMC. ,_ example,some ofthe LogisticsReportdata fields were notflexibleenough
(maximum of 999 gallonsof fuel, maximum of fourtypes of batteries). Also, symbologywas
not alwaysconsistentwith USMC namingconventionsin that the unitdesignation.s(unit
number and parent unit) needed to be placed on the left when normally the unit number would
be on the left and the parent on the right. In addition, the terminology used in TCO was not
always consistent with user expectations. For example, spot report (SPOTREP)was used for
position report (POSREP). MTACCS should be designed to be consistent with USMC
requirements. More effort is required to bring the user into the design cycle for future versions
of MTACCS.

O
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3.1.2.4 Requirement for Multilevel Security
Severalsources, includingthe MCTSSA after actionreport, identifieda requirementfor
multilevelsecurityproceduresto be implementedin MTACCS. While thiswas not specifically
plannedfor FDS-1, futureversionsof MTACCS willneed to implementincludethe capabilityfor
multilevelsecurityprocedures.
3.1.3 Graphical Displays
3.1.3.1 Incorporation of Digitized Terrain Features in the Current Situation Display
While it is understoodthatthis was not a capabilityplannedfor FDS-1, the currentsituation
displayswould be significantlyimprovedwith the useof digitized terrainmaps.
3.1.3.2 Graphics for Illustrating LAN Status
One difficultyexperiencedduringFDS-1 was the inabilityto easilyascertainthe statusof the
I_AN. A graphic presentationthatprovidesinformationfor the overallstatusof the LANwould
be helpful. System control(SYSCON), withits largerperspective,needs a broaderdisplaythat
willallowtrackingof overallcommunicationsand enhancetheir capabilityto manage
communicationsresources. This capabilityshouldbe includedin futureversionsof MTACCS.

O

3.1.3.3 Color Electronic Map Displays
An extensiveamountof informationmustbe displayedon tacticalmaps, especiallythose
used at MEB and higherechelons. As a result,maps can easilybecome clutteredand difficult
to interpret. The use of color on a map can greatlyenhancethe abilityof USMC personne!to
interpretthe currentmap situation,and usingcolorshouldbe exploredfor futureversionsof
MTACCS, especiallyTCO.
3,1.4 Marine Common Hardware Suite (MCHS)
3,1.4.1 Large Map Display
"l"hepersonnel in the artillerybattalion primarily use 1:50000maps. In addition, they need
the ability to display the entire range of their weapons. In order for this to be displayed on an
electronic map without becoming overly cluttered, a large map display is needed rather than
the medium screen display (MSD) used during FDS-1. Similar requirements were indicated by
personnel working in the DASC and the Tactical Air Command Center (TACC). The use of large
screen displays (LSDs) in the various COCs should be investigated. When implementing LSDs
need for mobility and reliability should be considered.

O
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3,1,4.2 Terminal Display Size

O

The electronic map displays used on the computer terminals by TCO and other systems
weretoo small and quicklybecame overlycluttered,especiallywiththe way TCO Implemented
the conceptof "trays." A specificexample of this problem was the Inabilityo; MAG personnelto
displayan appropriatescalefor airdirection. The size of map displayarea needs to be
increased. This would entailusinga largerdisplayarea such as a cathoderay tube (CRT),
liquidcrystaldisplay(LCD) or plasmascreenthan is availableon the hardwareused during
FDS-1, in additionto reducingthe on-screen,tiledwindowclutterfor TCO.
3.1,4.3 Collateral Materials
In order to effectivelyusemuch of the automatedequipmentdeployed during FDS-1, COCs
were equippedwithadditionalmaterials(tables,chairs,wires,etc.) that were not normallypart
of the unit'stables of equipment (T/E). The designof MTACCS automationneedsto consider
the interactionof automationand automationsupport requirementswith the operations
facilities.
3.1.4,4 Generating Map Overlays
One of the functionsof the map graphicscapabilityof an automatedsystemshould be to
produce acetate overlays for paper maps. During FDS-1 this was not possible, as would be
expected given the early stage of design. In the future, the capability to print acetate overlays
from the electronic map displays needs to be provided. Where this capability should reside
also will need to be determined.

__
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3.1.4.5 Map Printing Capability
Atthe MEB level,or higher,the capabilityto print out paper maps was requested. In order
to do this, the MEB COC needs to have a color printerlarge enoughto printfull size paper
maps. The implementationof this capabilitiesshould be explored.
3,1.4.6 Size
The introduction of MTACCS C2 automation could potentially have a significant impact on
the mobility of a COC. One of the most obvious ways to lessen that impact is to decrease the
size of the computer hardware used to support the C2 system. While this is being anticipated,
given the plan to explore the use of the lightweight computer unit (LCU) for' FDS-2, the mobility
requirements for each of the COCs should be determined. These requirements can then be
used to define the maximum acceptable size and weight limits for hardware introduced into
each COC.

O
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3.1.4.7 Ruggednessof Support Materials
']'he additional materials required by MTACCS C2 automation, ranging from power
generators to printer paper, may be difficult to maintain In an adverse environment (e.g., the
jungle during the rainy season). Ali supporting materials must be designed to withstand the
adverse environmental conditions encountered by the elements of the MAGTF.
3.1.4.8 Hardware Transport
Some of the MTACCS hardwaremustbe speciallypacked In order to protectlt from
damage duringtransport(e.g., the LSD). This reducesthe speed withwhich a COC can
displaceand increasesthe probabilityof systemcomponentsbeing damaged as a resultof
being incorrectlypacked for transport. Requirementsfor stowingMTACCS hardwarefor
transport should be investigated. Ideally, MTACCS h_rdware should be designed so that it can
be safely moved without any special packing, using existing vehicle resources. If speclai
packing Is required, lt should be designed for quick transport.
3.1.4.9 Multiple COC Configurations
COCs may be configured in a varietyof differentways usingoperationalfacilitiessuch as
high mobility multipurposewheeled vehicles(HMMWVs), amphibiousassaultvehicles (AAVs),
light armoredvehicles (LAVs),and tents. MTACCS hardware,especiallyTCO, must be
designed
that that
it can
easily integrated
of the different
configurations,
especially so
those
willbecontain
more than into
one each
component
system. COC
In addition,
the hardware
should not be designed to rely only on a dedicated vehicle. If MTACCS hardware is too
dependent on one vehicle, then the system will be rendered useless if that vehicle is disabled.
Flexibility must be built into MTACCS to allow the system hardware to be easily transferred to
another vehicle,
3.1.4.10 Pointing Device
Several problems with the use of a mouse were noted. Among these were the lack of space
in a COC or operational facility for using a mouse, the susceptibility of a mouse to
environmental conditions such as dirt or sand, and problems with the mouse cable getting
tangled oi' pulled out of the terminal. Alternative methods for interacting with computers such
as a trackball, Iightpen or touch-screen, are suggested.
3.1.4.11 Touch-Screen on Map Displays

0
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lt was noted that the electronic map displays equipped with touch-screens were susceptible
to inadvertent lines being drawn when people accidentally bumped or touched the screens. To
avoid this, a means should be provided to either deactivate the touch screen or interact with the
electronic map display by some other means (e.g., light pen).

°Q
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3.1.4.12 System Configuration and Dismantle Time

_)

The time necessary to set-up/tear down of the MTACCS hardware could greatly decrease
the speed with which a unit can be emplaced or displaced, This includes the time necessary to
establish the necessary communications links. Hardware must be built so that lt can be quickly
shut down, torn down, configured for transportation, reassembled, and reintlaiized.
3.1.4.13 Improved Direct Air Support Central (IDASC) S-250 Sht_lters
FMF personnel Indicated, in the 7th MEB after action report, Ithat they we'reirnpressed with
the S.250 shelter deployed with the downslzed IDASC. They believed that with some
modifications, these shelters could be used by ali command elements, lt is recommended that
their, or similar shelter, use in future development of MTACCS systems be explored.
3,1.5 Power Requirements
3,1.5.1 Power Sources
Each of the COCs involved in the assessment indicated that they would be unable to
support the MTACCS equipment with their current power sources. MTACCS equipment must
either be able to be supported by the units' current power systems or lt must include its own
sources of power (generators, batteries etc.).
3.1.5.2 Uninterruptible Power Supply
Several problems (e.g., lostdata, interruptedwork)resultedfrom computer failureswhich
were caused by power surgesand power outages during the assessment. These problems
greatly underminedthe FMF personnel'swillingnessto relyon the system. MTACCS needs
eitherto be equipped withits ownsteady, reliablesourceof power, orto be insulatedfrom the
effectsof an unstablepower supply. A suggestedsolutionwould be to implement methods
that would allow for the temporary use of an alternative power source or automatic orderly
shutdown and recovery of the system in the event of a power failure (e.g., an uninterruptible
power supply).
3.1.6 Communications
Due to difficulties experienced transitioning to radio, the communications system
architecture for FDS-1 relied primarily on wire. As such, this should have represented near
optimal quality for most simulated radio nets. However, integration of ali of the FDS
components with existing FMF tactical support equipment (e.g., communications-electronic,
mobile electric power, etc.) resulted In a communications environment that was unable to
,,'Li#portthe planned demonstration of MTACCS capabilities. While the causes for the
difficulties could not be determined, FDS-1 demonstrated that the full potential of automated
data processing cannot be realized without robust, digital-quality communications. FMF
3.8
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in frequent
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is a weakOne
link conclusion
in MTACCSwas
development. Commanders and staff officers repeatedly cited the belief that improvement of
FMF ground element communications was an absolute prerequisite to major Improvements In
command and control.
3.1.6.1 Digital Communications Concept
FDS-1 provided many of the FMF units with their first exposure tothe environment of digital
communications and ali of its concomitant limitations and benefits. Even accepting the
limitations of this exercise, FMF personnel generally recognized the potential benefits of digital
communications and automated data processing. Durtng the exercise and the Interviews that
followed it, participants provided Insights into the concept of digital communications as they
apply to the FMF.
Voice versus Data Communications. The data indicate that there Isa strong consensus
withinthe FMF that some types of communicationsmustbe conducted usingvoice. Messages
of particularImportance, urgency,or complexitymay requtrea verbal exchange between
sender and receiverto ensuresuccessfulcommunication. As a case in point,a commander
witha tacticallycriticalmessageto a subordinatecommanderwill oftenneed to discussthe
message directly,over a voicenet, to ensurethingssuch as immediate feedback,
understanding,and intent/abilityto comply. With digitalcommunications,representedby the
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unless
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system
provide
an
acknowledgement of the message having been read.
Eventhough there was only one instance of voice/data contention problems cited,
conventional wisdom seems to be that the digital and voice nets must be kept separate. Digital
communications will therefore require dedication of some of the existing doctrinal nets (voice)
to digital traffic. Without careful attention to the design and the inclusion of new technology
(e.g., multiplexing, data compression and burst communications) this could reduce net
availability for voice communications.
Development of MTACCS should treat the preference for voice In certain cases as a design
requirement. While training and experience may decrease the reliance on voice in routine
communications, they will not replace voice as the primary means to manage most critical
tactical communications in the foreseeable future. Doctrinal nets should be reviewed to
minimize voice/data conflict without degrading the ability of the unit to effectively use voice
communications when required. Doctrine concerning use of nets should be reviewed with an
eye towards exploiting the benefits of digital communications technology. A digttal
communications server that makes net use decisions without intervention by the operator, or
other appropriate technology, should be examined.
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Loss of Audible Cues, The loss of the ability to hear the radio voice traffic over speakers In
the COC was seen as a mixed blessing. The reduction in noise and confusion was cited as a
positive effect but the loss of the audio cues to the current situation was an offsetting negative,
Other MTACCS components, such as the map graphtcs and medium/large screen display,
were seen as partially compensating for the lost ablltty to monitor voice traffic. Newprocedures
for message handling and local announcements of key events could further mitigate this Ices.
However, reading messages or viewing map graphics are active processes that represent
Increased effort to acquire information that was obtained passively.

r
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COC procedures should be reviewed to develop methods of handling digital message traffic
Ir_a way that keeps key personnel appraised of the current situation, Those methods should
make use of new graphics technology (map and screen displays). Prominent posting of critical
messages, priority-handling procedures, and vocal announcements can be used to replace the
passive monitoring of voice nets. This can have tile added effect of reducing COC noise and
accentuating critical events.
3.1.6,2 Communications interface
Data collectionon the use of the digitalcommunicationcapabilitywas focused more on
TCO and the COC. Comments pertainingto this interfacewere generally positive,but with
some suggestionson how to improve lt from the operatorsviewpoint. These suggestions,
discussedin more detail in othersections,includethe following:introduction of a chat mode,
inclusion of easy procedures for saving messages and other information, and inclusion of
precedence ordering and an ability to scan message headings.

O

3.1.6.3 FDS-1 Communications Problems
While path qUality seemed adequate In most cases, integration of some of the MTACCS
software and hardware (e.g., TCO and IAS) with the existing radios and power equipment
resulted In a host of problems that were apparently Interrelated to the point that no general
solution was readily available. As the system deteriorated, problems compounded.

_

Training of workstation operators appeared adequate for the expected normal operations,
but was not necessarily adequate once the system degraded. Operators were general!y unablo
to understand the symptoms or determine the root problem. Therefore, rather than effectlng a
solution, they may have contributed to the problem by experimenting or generating
unnecessary message traffic such as repeated communications checks. Calling and waiting for
a vendor technician created a frustrating delay.
Training for FDS-2 operators should Include operations under degraded performance
conditions. Methods to reduce the deleterious effects of system failures should receive
emphasis. Before beginning the next FDS, a successful communications exercise (COMMEX)
must be conducted under field conditions that includes full use of the computer terminals and
demonstrates the ability of the operators to operate the system.
3.10
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3.1.6.4 Communications Management
As reported In the MCTSSA after action report, the TCO operator during FDS-1 essentially
controlled accessto the communlcat!ons pathwaysthrough his terminal. However,with the
operator of a C2 terminal controlling the communications pathways, maximum efficiency
oannot be achieved. Also, this situation Is undesirable from the point of view of doctrine.
SYSCON should provide this function, allowing for Useof communications resourcesto their
maxtn,_m capability. The operator should only have to specify to whom the message Is
directed, and the system would automatically route lt the best way. For future versions of TCO
and other MTACCS systems, SYSCON should have control of communications management,
and the use of a communications file server should be explored.
3.1.7 Operational and Organizational Impact
This section discusses those findings from FDS.1 that provide Indications of the Impact of
MTACCS automation, especially TCO, on FMF operations and organization, and
recommendations where appropriate.
3.1.7.1 Command and Control (C2) Procedures
There was concern that some procedures were modified for the sake of automation and,
conversely, there are automation features that were not present in FDS-1 that would have
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enhanced automation
C2 procedural
The following paragraphs discuss speclftc observations
regarding
andefficiency.
C2 procedures.
Standing Operating Procedures (SOPs) and Message Formats. FDS-1 results indicate
that Marines are satisfied with existing manu_! and automated SOPs and message formats.
Many comments were recorded that Indicate a desire to see a system that automates
procedures that lend themselves to automation, but to avoid adding automation to procedures
that can be readily performed manually. Further, there Is some Indication that the automation
negatively impacted the ability to make "information flow." For example, Marines reported that
too much time was spent In typing short messagesfor transmission over TCO, rather than
using a much quicker voice transmission.
Automatic Updating of Air Tasking order (ATC). Data indicated that the automatic
updating (monitoring) of the ATC was very desirable, and that the COCs be provided with an
electronic copy of the ATC.
Duplication of Procedural Capability in a COO. With the number of automated systems
being deployed, there exists a risk of duplication of capability within a COC. For example, in
the MAG, the functions performed by TCO were strnilarto those performed by ATACC. The
lrnplementatlon of TCO should not duplicate procedural capabilities between MTACCS systems
when those systems reside side-by-side in a single operational facility.
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Staff Section Location. During the assessment,the $1 and $4 Inthe artillery battalion
were connected to the otherstaffsections via aLAN. Sometimes In the ArtilleryBattalion,the
$1 and $4 are located In the rear. In such a configurationlt would not be practicalfor the $1
and $4 to be connectedto the other sectionsvia a LAN. ,TCOmust be flexible enough to allow
for COC configurationsin whichdifferentsectionsare separatedby considerabledistances,
3,1.7,2 Manpower and Personnel. Implicationsof MTACCS on FMF manpowerand
organization were a source of numerous comments and observations, However, little definitive
data concerningthe need for more Marinesto operate TCO, or other MTACCS systems, or of
the necessityof a highereducationlevelrequirementwas gathered. ]'he followingobservations
were gained from the data.
SYSCON Personnel. The proper operationof TCO and other MTACCS component
systemswill rely heavilyon gettingmaximum performancefrom the communications system.
In order to accomplishthat, the communications personnelcited a requirementfor greater
capabilityto monitor,troubleshoot,and maintain communicationsnetsand equipment.
Several commentssuggestthat ali or part of SYSCON may haveto be locatedwithin the COC,
The potentialimpact of this suggestionon manpowercould be considerable. Other suitable
alternativesneed to be developed.
MTACCS Automation Operator Skills. MTACCS operators willrequirea differentskillset
than the radio operatorsthatthey will mostlikelyreplace. They will have to possess most of the
radio operator skills and will need added skillsthat are specific to the system (data and
computer applications)and the tactical function. In addition,they will need much better typing
skills. Some comments suggesta specific positionfora systemadministratorwillbe required.
This needs to be consideredin the future designof MTACCS.
3,1.7.3 Training
In general, FMF personnelcommentsconcerningtraining and trainingeffectivenessvaried
widely and was inconclusive.The most concrete comment on training related to the generator,
operators, Becauseofthe natureof automatedequipment,Increasedemphasis must be
placed, during generator operatortraining, on the establishmentand maintenanceof stable
power.
;
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3.1.7.4 Support Requirements
The areas covered here include; mobility, power, maintenance and logistics, and
communications.
Mobility. Few other areas raise so many concerns among Marines as mobility. The level of
concern varies with the type of unit. For example, the added lift required by TCO for the DASC
or the TACC is relatively small, when compared to their current lift. However, the infantry
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battalion cannot tolerate the additional lift Imposed by the current TCO equipment and power
generators. Even at the MEB, there may be a requirementfor a larger'COC. Iftrue, mobility
requirementsare Increased.
Due to the mobilityconcerns expressedby the Infantryand (to a lesserextent) artillery
battalions,the MTACCS requirement(size, type equipment, etc.) at these echelons should be
revisited. Mobilityrequirementsshouldbe addressed earlyIn systemdevelopment(part of the
logisticsprocess),
Power, The added power requirementsImposed by MTACCS can have an ImPacton many
units, The equipment configurationused duringFDS.1 almost universallyIncreasedthe power
generation requirements at COCs, Additionally, power stability and grounding requirements
must be considered,as well as Infraredand noise signatures. The addition of unlnterruptlble
powersupplies(UPS)will amelioratesome of the powerlossand fluctuationproblem but
Increasethe lift (mobility)burden, FutureMTACCS developmentwillneed to addressthese
Issuesand trade.offs,withthe userstbetween systemsupport requirementsand operational
constraints.
Communications, Withoutquestioncommunicationsare a focal pointfor MTACCS,
especiallyTOO. MTACCS, as assessed,createda situationwhere many Individualsbecame de
facto communicationsmanagers, and communicationsdevicesbecame heavily burdened.
The Implementationof some featureswas Inadequate, For example,there was no clear way to
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know that a messagerecipientreceivedand
read/stored
a message, duplicationof
The Inabilityofnets.
much of
today'sradios
to handle multiplexedvoice/data
adequatelyresultsIn
Procedureshave not maturedto the point where TCO voice and data "nets" can effectively
coexist. Within the Marine Air Command and Control System (MACCS) there Isa long history
of usingvoiceand data nets/circuitsin conjunctionwith one another,there are a number of
lessonswhich can be appliedto TCO and othercomponentsystems. For example,the Joint
Air DefensenetworkIs operatedusing as many asfive differentdigitaldata llnktypes and Is
supportedwith three to five distinct voicenets. Proceduresexistto ensure vitaltraffic is passed,
etc. Similarproceduresfor dealingwithvoice and data messagetrafficover MTACCS systems
needsto be Implemented.
Logistics and Maintenance. There was an insufficientopportunity to collect reliable data
on this subject. However,many Marinesfelt capable of expressingtheirthoughts intothese
areas.
There was concern expressed regarding the performance of unlt level maintenance on TCO
equipment. At the htgher echelons, the concern was not voiced as often. The acquisition
processfor MTACCS component systems must take Into consideration how maintenance will
be performed. The maintenance concept must encompass ali levels of maintenance. The
Insertion of new equipment also requlres careful thought for the provisioning of the required
spares, etc. Moblltty has already been raised as a concern, which adds to the requirement and
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constrains solutions. Generally, the performance of the TCO equipment appeared to be
adequate from the perspectiveof true equipmentfailures.

3,2 Ground C2
As stated in earlier sectionsof this report,the focus of the PNLdata collection was the TCO
system deployedfor FDS-1. The resultsof thatdata Collectionare presentedbelow In terms of
TCO design considerations,usability,TCO Interfacerequirements, and a more formal FMF
assessmentof TCO.
3.2.1 TCO Design Considerations
The followingsectiondiscussesdesignconsiderationsfor the TacticalCombat Operations
(TCO) system. These considerations,whilemore germaneto TCO, can stillbe appliedto other
componentsystemsand are presentedIn the followingtopics: generalcapabilities,message
capabilities,journalcapabilities,eaectronictactical graphics,additionalsoftwarecapabilities,
and hardwareconsiderations.
3.2.1.1 General Capabilities
Redundancy of Terminals. In a numberof cases, some TCO terminalswere utilizedas
backup or overflow for another terminal. Difficulty was experienced In maintaining an up.todate data base in the backup terminal,so that lt could easilytake overthe functionsof the
primaryterminal. A capability shouldbe Includedthat willallowa terminalto be configured as a
redundantsystem. In the event of a terminalfailure,the backup terminal could immediately
assumefull functioningas the primary.
Message Flow Control. During FDS-1 the Introductionof TCO caused message trafficto
flow Intoand outof the COC withoutnecessarilypassingthrougha central actionofficerfor
disposition. FMF personnel,to compensate,set up manual proceduresfor performingthis
function. The systemshouldprovidesome capabilityfor doingthis tracking. How thisfunction
could be facilitatedby automationshouldbe exploredand Implemented,If feasible, for FDS-2.
Automated Position Location Information. The capabilityfor automaticupdates of
positionlocationInformationby PLRSwas a very well-receivedcapability. The capabilityfor
automatic updates by SPOTREPS,SALUTE reports (SALUTEREPS),and receiptof current
situationgraphics,whilealso good, had some inherentweaknessesthat need to be addressed
In the future design of TCO. These Includedthe reliabilityof reported friendlyand enemy
locations,and the proceduresby which the userverifiesthe location. PositionLocation
ReportingSystem (PLRS) automatedupdate of positionlocationInformation(PLI) should be
continued. For update by other methods, the usershould receivethe Informationand make the
decisionwhetherornot to use It.
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On-Line Diagnostics. One ofthe difficulties experienced durtng FDS.1 was the dlagno'sls
of system problems, where the system consisted of TCO and the attached communications
devices. TCO had some internal diagnosticsthat allowedtroubleshootingof the terminal,
These did not necessarilyhelp Isolateproblemsassociatedwith the peripheraldevicesattached
to TCO, suchas printersand communicationsgearl or helpfault Isolatewhere In the total
"system"the problems resided. Capabilityshould be Includedirl TCO that will allow some level
of fault Isolationto be performedon the total system.
On-line Help Capability. Opinions were mixed on howwell the on-linehelp features
assistedthe operator.The on-linehelp capablJltyin TCO shouldbe expanded,
Chat Mode. The capabilityfor a chat mode, as used by FMF forcesIn Southwest Asia over
Banyan Vines, was describedas being very useful. The Inclusionof this capabilityIn TCO
should be explored.
Overheard Function. The overheardfunction,as Implementad tn TCO, was a contentious
capability, lt was reportedto be of limited utilityand overusedby some, while othersreported lt
helpful. This capabilityshouldbe closelyexaminedto determineif and how lt could be best
Implemented.
Programmable Function Keys, During FDS-1, once a terminalwas powered down, the
programmablefunctionkeys revertedto the systemdefaults, requiringreprogrammlng each
time the terminal
was powered
TCO
should
include
programmed
function
key data back
to be up.
saved
to a
default
file. the capability for userSoftware Security with Passwords. During FDS-1, the user was not able to specify unit or
operator specific passwords. Therefore, access security to the terminal could not be
guaranteed. The capability for user-specified passwords should be explored.
Central Communications Server Function. FDS-1 communicationwas primarilyset up
usingthe conceptof dedicated communicationsdevicesfor each terminal. A betterconcept
mightInvolvea dedicatedcentral communicationssewer or a small node configurationhaving
a nondedicated commutcationsserver at one workstation.This possibilityshould be explored
for TCO.
Automatic Save. While the TCO used for FDS.I had an automatic save, it did not
necessarily save enough current Information, When a system crashed, the terminal tended to
lose the current situation, defaults established by the user, communications configuration, and
the message queue. The user had to relnttlallzeand rebuild these files, and lost potentially
critical message traffic. A broader automatic save capability should be included. This
capability should save ali aspects of the system, including defaults, unserviced messages, and
the current situation or other graphics.
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Communications Pathway Selection, The selectionof the communicationspathwayfor a
messagrJis currentlyperformedby the operator (radioor data), Thistakes time and effort. The
communicationspathwayfor a message shouldbe transparentto theoperator. TCO should
providea systemscommLmlcationsdesignthat automaticallyselectsthe most appropriate
pathwayfor a message.

IP'

Keyboard Control of Terminal. TCO was designedto take advantageof a pointingdevice
such as a mouse or trackball. Unfortunately,if the pointingdevice failed, the usercould not
adequatelyusethe terminalwiththe alphanumerickeyboard. Futureversionsof the TCO
shouldincludethe capabilityto perform most, if not all,functionsand actionswitheitheran
alphanumerickeyboardor pointingdevice.
Continuous Communications Connectivity Monitoring. As understoodby the FMF
users, TCO only performed checks for connectivity when a action had been taken by the
operator. These actions included clicking on the "Who's There" button or trying to send a
message. TCO should include a capability that better accesses and maintains communications
status, but does not impose an excessive burden on the communications architecture of TCO
or on other MTACCS component systems.
Data Base Access by Adjacent and Higher Headquarters. Giventhe tempo of typical
tacticaloperations,staffmay notbe ableto respondto informationrequestsand provide
reportsto adjacent or higherechelon units. The abilityfor adjacent and higherechelon units to
access this information from a COC's terminal could be helpful. The capability for these units to
call into another unit's terminal and access required information, using a read-only capability,
should be explored.
Operation on the Move. TCO, as fielded in FDS-1, could not be operated while the units
were moving. Opinions expressed by the user indicated that this capability is imperative for
TCO to be an effective tool. This capability should be a prime design requirement for TCO.
3.2.1.2 Message Capability
Message capability, in the context of this report, refers to the ability to transmit and receive
messages, reports, and requests. This capability was one of the stronger capabilities in TCO
during FDS-I. The system contained a number of preformatted messages, but the FMF were
observed to use the Free Text messages a significant portion of the time. As the comments
and the results of the Reports Questionnaire presented in Table 3.3 indicate, the message
capability was viewed as a positive design attribute and an improvement over the current
manual methods. Two exceptions to this were the target report (TARGE-rREP)and the
displacement report (DISREP),which the FMF participants rated as being about the same as
the current methods.
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Table 3.3. Mean Ratings of FMF Personnel Perceptionsof TCO Preformatted
Reports Improvement Over Current Methods

Report Type

Respondents

% Perceived
!mprovement

AFUBAMOUP
CASREP
DISREP
DUMPSTATREP
FIRECAP
FIREPLANREP
FREE TEXT
INTSUM
ITUSPOT
LOGSUM
MIJIREP
ENMINEREP
FRNDMINEREP
NBC 1
NBC 3

3
18
6
9
6
6
37
10
4
11
8
10
9
23
21

68
78
50
78
67
67
86
80
75
73
87
70
67
87
81

PERINTSUM
NBC
4
SALUTEREP
SENREP
SHELLREP
SITREP
SPOTREP
TARGETREP
PERSTATREP
PERSTRENREP
CASPROJ

207
22
7
12
26
24
6
11
11
7

86
80
77
71
75
81
75
50
91
91
100

TCO contained only some of the messages required, and some of those were specific to
this implementation of TCO. TCO should implement ali USMC-required preformatted
messages. The following additional design considerations were identified from FMF
comments.
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Broadcast Messages and Net Discipline. During FDS-1, terminals constantly received
duplicatemessages,requiringthe operatorto serviceeach redundantmessage. Thisappeared
to be due to a number offactorsrelatedto the implementationof thiscapabilityinthis versionof
TCO. First,the capabilityto exportthe communicationsassetsfunctionallowedduplicationof
3.17

net members as seen on multiple nets. Second, the net structures established a wide are
network of system. Third, the broadcast function allowed for wide dissemination of messages
to the members of the wide area network with no ability to limit distribution, or inhibit multiple
retransmissions of messages.
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The USMC needs to explore how best to implement wide area networking. For example,
the broadcast capability could be designed to filter out redundant messages at a terminal
unless specifically directed not to do so by the recipient.
Preparation of Customized Reports. A difficulty experienced during FDS.1 involved the
preparationof specializedreportson friendlyor enemy situation. For example, there was no
easy method for preparingand printinga reportspecifyingdata (e.g., location,status, and other
information)on units. TCO should include a capabilityfor queryingthe system and preparing
customizedreports,standardin most COTS systems.
FAX Capability. The inclusionof a FAX capability in TCO was suggested. This should be
explored for feasibility. If implemented, this capability should include interfaces for both tactical
and commercial faxes.
Automated Routing of Messages. While TCO provided some automated routing of
messages, TCO needs to implement a much stronger capability for message routing. For
example, ali tactical messages should be routed to the G3 Operations terminal, while ali
administrative messages should automatically go to the G3 Plans terminal. While it may be that
this structure could have been supported by TCO, the routing scheme needs to be examined to
ensure that message routing is optimal.
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Message Reply. A feature that would be very helpful in resolvlng confusing messages and
providing a quick response is the use of a message reply capability, which would allow the
recipient to send a reply to a message with minimal effort. This capability should be included in
TCO.
Message Receipt Acknowledgement. TCO provides an acknowledgement that a
message has been received by a terminal, but does not provide any feedback that a message
has been read by the recipient, lt needs to include the capability for requesting a receipt when
a message is read.
Message Sorting. Messages could not be sorted into meaningful groups. TCO should
implement the capability to group messages by topic, much like putting related messages into
a sub-directory or file folder.
Mailing Lists. One capability that would enhance TCO is to allow the user to specify one or
more mailing lists (e.g., ali G/S-3 staff sections, etc.). The implementation of this capability
should be explored.
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deleted.
The
message
to
Message
Queue After20,
Capabilities.
The message
queue
buffer for
TCO
during queue
FDS-1needs
allowed
be much largerto ensurethat no messages are lostduringactivephases of the battle. The
message queue can alsobe improvedthroughdisplayingthe messages irl chronologicalorder,
oldest first, butwith prioritymessages at the very beginning,and allowingthe user to randomly
selecta message for reading (or sendingfor the outgoingqueue), as opposedto readingthem
in sequentialorder of time received.
Lack of Marine Tactical Systems (MTS) Format for TCO Reports. Accordingto the
MCTSSA afteractionreport,TCO reportswere in theirownformat, wrapped in a MarineTactical
Systems (MTS) plaintext shell. This meant that the TCO reportswere only readable by TCO,
not any othersystemsusingMTS. Futureversionsof TCO should implement MTS format.
3.2.1.3 Automated Journal
TCO containedan automatedjou,'nalcapability. This capabilityoperatedby automatica;ly
saving, for each incoming and outgoing message that the user serviced, an entry inthe journal
that contained date time group (DTG) in and out, a brief summ_ry statement, and action taken.
In addition, the user could make manual journal entries. FMF personnel were very enthusiastic
about an automated journal, but felt that this capability needed to include the following characteristics. These characteristics should also be considered for the messaging capability.
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Common
Journaljournalfor
Capability.
One
methodfor
improvingthe
journal
capabilitywould
the use
of a common
each
COC,
locatedon
a designated
terminal.
Thiswould be
serve
as a centralsourceof information.This capabilityshouldbe exploredfor implementationin
TCO.
Querying of Message Queue and Journal. The capability for querying the journal by subject, originator,or otherkey word would providea vastlyimprovedcapability. This capability
shouldbe implementedin TCO.
Automatic Saving of Messages to the Journal. Apparently,TCO automaticallysaved
messages servicedby the userto the journal. Ideally,the usershould make the decisionas to
what goes in the journaland what does not. The implementationof a userapprovalcapability
for savingmessagesto the journalshould be explored.
Management of the Automated Journal. The journalshould have the capabilityto allow
the user to selectively read messages, rather than having to read them in order of receipt. This
capability should be implemented in future TCO builds.
Automatic Update of Date Time Group (DTG) in Journal. Any additional action taken on
a message in the journal did not automatically update the DTG. Therefore, messages were
retransmitted without a new field indicating the retransmission DTG. TCO should have the
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capability for automatic updating of the DTG for any new processing or actions taken, with a
message in the journal through, at a minimum, an additional header on the message.
Information Display. The journal capability In TCO did not display enough information on
each entry. For each journal entry, TCO should include a display of sender, recipient, subject,
DTG,some appropriate key words, and what action was taken.
Journal Autoprint Capability. The journal capability for TCO during FDS-1 included an
autoprintfeature. This featurev_s viewedas undesirable. The usersshouldbe able to selectivelyprintjournal entries.
3.2.1.4 Electronic Tactical Graphics Display
The electronictacticalgraphicsdisplaysused for FDS-1 providedFMF personnelwith the
capabilityfor developing,displaying,sending and receivingcurrentsituationgraphical overlays.
The capabilityto update ali or some net member's currentsituationdisplaysthrough the LAN
and wide area network (WAN) was a verydesirablefeature of TCO.
Graphicscould be displayedon eitherthe TCO terminalscreen,a MSD, or a LargeScreen
Display(LSD). FMF personnel,in general,liked this capabilitybut felt that it needed significant
improvementto be truly usable. The followingparagraphsdescribeobservationson the
graphicsdisplay capability. Therewas some confusionbetweenlimitationsspecificto the MSD
and LSD, and those specific to the software used to provide the graphics capability, which may
impact the /alidity of some of the information presented below.
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Current Situation Map Graphics Speed. Concern was expressed about the speed of
updating a current situation map overlay, especially at lower echelons of the GCE, which would
reduce the effectiveness of the graphics. Another concern was the speed of transmission of
graphical messages between the G2/$2 and the G3/$3 over the LAN. lt was perceived as
being too slow during FDS-1. For TCO to be successful, the speed of update and transmission
must be faster.

:

Lack of Layering Capability for Graphic Overlays. The graphic overlays used for the current situation display were designed as a single layer. This precluded the user from declutterlng
the screen. In addition, when another overlay was transferred to the current situation display, it
merged with the current overlay, causing duplicate symbols. The graphical overlays should be
designed to provide for multiple layers of information and be much more interactive.
Map Coordinates. TCO map coordinates were in universal transverse mercator (UTM)
format, and there was no capability for conversion to Latitude/Longitude (LAT/LONG). TCO
should include the capability for the display of location in either UTM or LAT/LONG format.
Symbol Collocation Problems. When symbols were collocated, the user could not highlight one symbol and drop information on it. The symbols had to be off-set. Symbols should
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bcl. This capability should be implemented In future versions of TCO.
Graphic Symbology Correlation. During FDS-1, graphic overlays sent from one terminal
to another and included on the current situation frequently caused a duplication of symbols for
units contained In both overlays. Operators had to remove redundant symbols, one at a time.
A work-around approach employed by operators at one of the infantry battalions was to copy
the incoming current situation to a fragmentary order (FragO) or course of action (COA), and
use this as a "scratch pad" to select specific symbols to place on the current situation, While
this was an effectiveway to utiltze capability In unplanned ways and an illustration of the flexlbility within the system, TCO needs to Include automatic correlation of symbols.
Future versions of TCO should preclude redundancy of symbology when an overlay Is
imported from one terminal to another. One method to accomplish this would be to have one
terminal that maintains the master copy of the current situation by integrating ali relevant data.
Other terminals could access this overlay for display.
Concurrent Display of Current Situation. When new information on the enemy or friendly
situation was received, there is no easy way for the user to compare the new information with
that contained in the terminal's current data base. The capability to simultaneously display the
new information (including unit location) with that contained in the terminal's current data base
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should
be explored. This would allow the user to compare and correlate information manually,
if necessary.
Symbology Templates. The symbology templates used by TCO, while reported as being
very helpful, still had some limitations. In building a current situatlon display, TCO needs to
provide a more comprehensive set of templates for both friendly and enemy units and other
symbols. The user should be able to attach textual information in the form of labels and, when
a symbol is queried, pop-up windows for Information such as enemy killed in action (KIA)or
wounded in action (WlA) data, etc Other improvements include the addition of symbols for
free rocket over ground (FROG) a ld multiple rocket launcher (MRL) battalions; helicopter
attack points; aircraft coordination areas; joint and foreign symbology; and the ability to plot
and display shelling report (SHELLREP) and back azimuths. The inclusion of these symbols
should be explored.
Display of Unknowns. TCO was designed so that unique identifiers were required for each
symbol placed on the current situation display to link the symbol to the data base. While this Is
not a bad aspect of design, intelligence personnel felt that they also needed the capability to
place temporary symbols for unknown enemy units on the display without naming them. These
unknowns would be correlated with known enemy units later. In the current TCO implementa.,
tion, unknown symbols became part of the data base and had to be individually removed. TCO
should implement the capability for easily placing temporary symbols on the current situation
display.
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Map Scale. The maximum scale available on the current situation map was 1:250000. This
was adequate for the MEB. However, a MEF will typically need map scales of 1:500000through
1:1000000. While TCO for FDS-1 was developed specifically for a MEB, for lt to be useful to
higher headquarters, it needs the capability to display the appropriate scales.
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3-D Display Capability. The 3.D capability in the FDS-1 version of TCO displayed a horizontal grid that provided very little inthe way of terrain features. This limited its utility and
created uncertainty of Its value. The need for this capability needs to be Investigated. If it Is
kept, lt needs to be much more sophisticated to be useful. One aspect that would make tt
useful would be to display artillery range fans and terrain features.
Graphical Representation of NBC information. This implementation of TCO did not
include any graphical representations of nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) information.
Future versions of TCO need to provide this capability.
Graphical Display of Historical Track, While this Implementation of TCO planned on
providing a historical track for friendly units, this capability was not demonstrated for enemy
units. Intelligence personnel reported the need to have the capability t.odisplay a historical
track of enemy units. This display should include the actual previous locations of the units and
the last time that they were reported at that location (e.g., the update time). A full capability for
display of historical tracks for both enemy and friendly units should be Implemented,
Engagement Area Information. The Maneuver Control Measures and Air Operations
Measurescapabilitydid notincludethe abilityto specifyengagement areas. This capability
shouldbe implemented in futureTCO builds.
Graphic Overlay Erasure. To erase an entiregraphicoverlay,the userhad to select each
individualitem on the overlayfor deletion. Thiswas verytime-consuming. TCO should incorporate a capabilityfortotal overlaydeletionwithjust a few actions,Including appropriateprotection to preventInadvertentdeletion.
Graphic Overlay Printing. One limitationto the graphicaloverlayfor the current situation
displaywas that ali the informationhad to be manuallyreproducedon map boards and other
hard copy products. The abilityto printthe graphicaloverlayInformationwould be a significant
improvement overthe currentmanual methods. Thisis especiallytrue if the user could
designate a specificarea of the currentsituationto be printed,ratherthan the total map. The
capabilityfor printinggraphicoverlays should be explored.
Graphic Overlay Updating. The TCO needs the capability to allow the userto easily identify and selectonly those symbolsfrom the currentsituation display that are required to be sent
to another terminal, rather than having to send a complete overlay. This capability should be
included in the future versions of TCO.
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Situation
through the use of a "hook and drag" capability that would automatically update the data base
for unit location. There are certain risks associated with this such as Inadvertent and Incorrect
modification of the data base, but the capability should be explored and Implemented If
feasible.
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Drawing Capability for Current Situation Display, The user could draw shapes on the
current situation graphical display, but the process was very difficult. The user needs the
capability to draw shapes, using the pointing device, much like can be done with existing
graphical user interface technologies. TCO should include a "free hand" draw capability.
Symbology Updating. When a user of the FDS-1 Implementation of TCO changed the
designation in the data base associated with his own lD symbol, the symbol In the net
member's tray for other terminals was not necessarily updated automatically. A new symbol
was created, with the old symbol marked with an "X", but not deleted. This symbol had to be
manually deleted. The system should automatically update symbols displayed in other net
members displays without requiring the userto have to make manual changes.
Control of the LSD and MSD Graphical Displays, Control of the LSD and MSD graphical
displays was accomplished from the connected TCO terminal but this control was awkward and
difficult. For example, users reported that they could not slave the LSD or MSD to the current
O
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peripheral display devices like the LSD and MSD from the terminal used as a controller.
Overlay Map Displays. The electronic map overlays (the LSD and MSD) did not always
line up with certain types of paper maps (e.g., city maps, non-standard maps, etc.). This made
the electronic map overlays uselesswhen one of these maps was being employed. A greater
range of settings (e.g., 1:25,000 etc.) needs to be provided by the electronic map overlays.
Additionally, the electronic map overlays should have the capability for changing settings so
that they can be adjusted to line up with non-standard maps.
3.2.1.5 Additional Software Tools
The TCO prototype used during FDS.1 primarily performed message and display of current
situation functions. FMF personnel expressed the desire and need for the following additional
software tools.
Decision Analysis Software. The TCO implemented for FDS-1 did not include many decision analysis software tools potentially required by FMF personnel. For Instance, there was no
capability to perform war gaming, terrain analysis, line of sight determination, cover concealment determination, obstacle siting, avenues of approach identification, moon/sun cycles
prediction, weather patterns analysis, order of battle predictions, or other analyses. The system
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was predominantly a communications and current situation device, Additional capability for
decision analysis and support should be considered for Implementation In TCO,
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Capability to Share Flies with Additional Software Applications, TCO dtd not provide
the capability to easily share data with other applications software such as COTS word processlng or spreadsheet Packages, This capability would significantly Improve the system, The
capability for importing and exporting of flies and data to other software applications needs to
be explored and Implemented,
Tools for Amphibious Assault and NEC Actions, TCO did not seem to meet ali the current and future USMC mlsslon needs. FMF personnel suggested that TCO Incorporate additional capability to support amphibious assault and noncombatant evacuation operations
(NEC) actions, The appropriate analyses need to be performed to define what these capabilIties should be.
3.2.1.6 TCO Hardware Considerations
The followingdesign considerationsaddress aspectsof hardware design and Implementatlonthat are specific to TCO.
Alternative Hardware Solutions, Accordingto comments,many of the functions provided
by TCO could have been providedby alternativetypes of hardware. A specific example compared the utility provided by better radios and digital faxes to those provided by TCO. The possibility of using alternative forms of equipment other than computer related hardware should be
investigated.
Commander's Terminal. Most of the message traffic at the Infantry battalion COC went
through the $3 operations terminal and very little, if any, went directly to or from the commander's terminal. Additionally, very little planning or Information access was done on the
commander's terminal. The utility of the,commander's terminal should be explored,
Transferable Data Storage. The capability to easily save data to a transferable storage
medium (e.g., floppy disks) In case a computer goes down is needed. Ali computers used by
TCO must have some form of transferable data storage for the purpose of saving data. These
must be rugged enough to survive under adverse conditions,
Printer Access. The data indicated a need for the ability to print messages, reports, and
graphicsby personnelat each echelon. This means that there must be at leastone printerin
each COC that contains a terminal.
Hardware Limitations at the Company Echelon. Concern was expressed about the
effectsof TCO at the company level. The role of a company Is one that requiresa high levelof
mobility over terrain that often Isimpassable to vehicles. Companies also have a very limited
maintenance capability, For these reasons, companies can only support a very limited amount
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Hardware Processing Speed. The processingspeed of TCO during FDS-1 was reported
to be too slowfor actualtactical conditions,The operatingspeed of the system needs to be
increasedthroughimprovedhardwareor softwareperformance,
Extraneous Radio Noise. Eachtime a transmissionwas sent via TCO the modem
produced a loud buzzthroughthe radio speaker. Thisnoise became distractingwhen there
was a high levelof messagetraffic. AudibleIndicationsfor data transmissions,If required,
should allow the userto either defeat them or adjustthe volume,
Jump Command Posts, The currentImplementationof TCO does notlend Itselfto the
concept of jump command posts. A jump command post must providea commander access
to the key capabilitiesof TCO from a highlymobile platform. During FDS-1, MARCORSYSCOM
sponsoreda demonstrationof a concept for a jump commandpostthat Illustratedmany of the
requirementsof this mobile platformincludingsrnall-slzedcomputers, HMMWV-mounted hardware powered from the vehicles'powersupply,and tentage that could be quickly set up. TCO
should be designedto be configuredfor usein a jump command post.

3.2.2 Usability
Usability refersto how easy lt is for the typical Marine to perform command and control
tasks wlth the MMI. FMF personnel opinions regarding the usability of the TCO MMI were
somewhat mtxed. While many Itked the use of a graphical user Interface (GUI),others felt that
the Interface was complex and dlfficult to train for and use, The following usability design
considerations were gathered from the FDS.1 data.
3.2.2.1 Tiled Windows Versus Overlapping Windows
TCO utilized a MMI design philosophy that employed tiled windows, as opposed to overlapping windows (used In the IAS). Whtle the reason for ustng a tiled window approach to the
user-interface ts understood (i.e., to preclude the user having hidden windows), the Interface
was reported to be very busy and cumbersome to use. FMF personnel felt that the Implemen..
tatlon of an overlapping window Interface with pull-down menus, as opposed to the trays used
by TCO, would be easier to use. This would provide the abllity to work on textual functions,
such as messages and reports, as overlayson the current situation, rather than having to scroll
up and down between two tiled windows, lt would also allow the userto respond to a message
without having to leave the current task. The TCO user Interface should be mtgrated to an
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Window Sizing, Apparently, windows In TOO could not be easily sized, If the TCO goes to
an overlapping style Interface, the user should be able to size the windows, as necessary,
Confirmation Windows, To be effective as an automated tool, TCO needs to Include feed.
back to the operator that requests confirmation of some of the more critical actions, For exampie, FMF personnel reported that when the user closed a message on TCO tt was deleted,
TCO should have asked the user whether the message should be saved first, Orle method for
confirming actions suggested by the FMF was the use of pop-up confirmation windows, Itls
recommended that confirmation windows be Incorporated Into future TCO design,
Menu Structure, TCO utilized some pull-down, button menus. This was viewed as being a
very positive feature, which allowed the user to be able to keep a mental model of navigation
through the functional hierarchy, Whether or not a tiled or overlapping window approach Is utllized In future versions of TCO, the use of pull.down menus and an understandable mental
model of navigation are required.
3.2.2.2 Use of Icons
The loons used In TCO provided a positive visual reference for the users and, by having
retrievable data associated wtth them, enhanced usability, The use of loons should be built on
for future versions of TCO.

Q

3.2.2.3 Object Oriented Information Handling
The capability to pick up and drop messages, text, symbols, or other Information made
operations very easy; this was especially true for building plans and orders. The user could
take Input front different staff sections and drop them on the appropriate button In the document. The users reported that the pick and drop capability would have been significantly
Improved if they aould have picked up multiple objects and been able to drop an object more
that once without having to pick lt up again.
3.2.2.4 Button Design

;

Buttons with different functions and behaviors, for the most part, ali looked the same. This
provided no visual cues to the user as to the function of a particular button. Ideally, shape
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(a) Avery, L. W., R. V, Badalamente, S, E. Bowser, P. A. O'Mara, and S. E. Reynolds. 1991.
Draft Human Factors Design Gutdellnes for the Marine Tactical Command and Control
System (MTACCS) Marine-Machine Interface. Prepared by the Pacific Northwest Lab-
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coding should be used to differentiate between labels and control buttons, and between buttons Withdifferent types of functions, The buttons should be redeslgned to Include a visual
distinction between buttons used as labels and buttons used for control entry, and between different types of control buttons,
3.2,2,5 Prompts
A key design feature for a user-friendly system Is the use of prompts to help the user under.
stand what actions or options are required next, TCO did nothave enough of these kinds of
context sensitivehelp features, These should be Implemented tn TOO,
3.2.2.8 Screen Layout
The screen layoutwas not as well designed as desired by FMF personnel, For example, the
columnar data displays were reported to be difficult to read, For future versions of TCO, the
designer should work with the userto ensure that the design of the display formats maximizes
readability,
3.2,2.7 Order of Messages, Reports, and Plans In Trays
The order of messages, reports, and plans In their respective trays appeared to be random,
These should be ordered In a manner that assists the user, elther through frequency of use or
alphabetically,
3.2.2.8 Corrupted Data
lt was reported that when users attempted to call up a file that had been aorrupted, the sy.s.
tem crashed. To delete the corrupted file required the aontractor to place the TCO Into a
special maintenance mode. The system needs to be capable of Identifying a bad file to the
user, and allowing the user to delete or fix the file.
3.2.2.9 Preformatted Messages
While the Inclusion of preformatted messages (Reports, Requests, Plans, eto.) was viewed
as a very poslttve feature and an h'nprovement over existing reporting methods, FMF personnel
reported that the usability of the preformatted messagesimplemented In TCO for FD£.I was
somewhat cumbersome and confusing, Suggestions for enhancing the capability Included the
following:
Incorporation of Ali Necessary Messages, The message set Implemented In TCO for
FDSol did not Include ali the messagesrequired by the user, Example additional messages
Include some of those for NBC, photographic reoonnalssanae (PhotoRecon), ammunition
(Ammo), FragO, situation report (SITREP),and a net status report for SYSCON, TCO should
implement ali messages required by the user.
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3.2.7

improvement of the Message Queue, The message queue design could be Improved by
providingan Indicationof whetheran actionwas requiredby the recipientor the messagewas
for Informatlononly, and providingan Indicationthat a messagehad been sent,
Message Header Design, TCO did notprovidea list of ali otherrecipientsof a message,
which could account for some of the redundant message problems (discussedIn 3,2,1,2),
Users may havebeen retransmlttlngmessagesto othersthat had alreadyreceived the mes.
sage, The format of a message,once receivedby a terminal, should Include a list of ali
reolplents,
Text Editing Features, The text editing features In TOO were primitive, They can be signifIcantlyenhanced by Includingmore featuressuch as "outand paste."
Cursor Locatl0n In Data Fields During Transmittal. lt was reportedthat unless the user
moved the cursorfrom a data field pfIcr to transmittingthe message,the data field was deleted,
TCO should precludethe requirementof removingthe cursorfrom data fields priorto
transmittal,
Positive Indication of Message Received, The current design of TCO provided the user
wlth two Indications that a message has been received: an audible alert and a button that
provided, a visual indication of the number of messages received, The audible alert was
reported to be not loud enough to be effectively heard over typical COC ambient noise levels,
The visual Indication did not require the userto do any acknowledgement, nor did lt provide any
additional Indication other than cumulative count of the number of messages In the queue, In
addition, when worktng Inthe ourre lt situation display or having scrolled down the tools screen,
the status line containing the visual Indication of message receipt was not always visible.
Methods for Improving the Indication of a message received Include: allowing the user to
set the volume of the audlble to compensate for the ambient noise environment; and providing
a positive Indication of a message received, such as a flashlng Indication, that requires the user'
to acknowledge reoeiptto turn off the flashing. In addition, the status line should always be
visible.
3.2.2.10 System Status and Warning Buffer
:

TCO did not save system status and warning messages In a buffer, and a hlstorlcal record
of these could be critically Important In dlagnostlcs. This capability should be Implemented In
TCO,
3.2.2.11 Data Entry Procedures
Data entry procedures were viewed as being, overall, fairly easy due to the ability to pick up
and drop Information. The following comments and suggestions for data entry procedures
were reported:
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Data Field Entry, TCO for FDS-1 used a method for filling data fields, such as message
addresses, that required the user to make selections from predetermined optionsby clickingon
constantlyvisiblebuttons, This tended to clutterthe display. A better method may be selecting
optionsfrom listscontainedIn pop.up menus.
Error Checking. Usersseemed to be somewhat confused about whetherTCO provided
errorchecking of data entry. Regardless,futureversionsof TCO should assistthe user by perforrnlngsome degree of error checkingduring data entry.
Requirement to Erase Data Fields. When calling up a preformattedmessage, report or
request,the data fields were frequentlyfilledwithInformationfrom the previoustime they had
been used. Thiswas especiallytrue for free text messages. This requiredthe userto type over
or delete Information. TCO shouldImplementthe preformattedtemplatecapabilityso that,
when called up by the operator, the templates only include specific default Information such as
unit and DTG,
Data Field Clearing. TCO only allowed the user to clear fields by placing the cursor at the
beginning of a field and pressing "Delete." A better method for erasing fields should be Incorporated. An example would be a "out" function that allows the use to highlight areas of text for
deletion, much like a standard word processing application package, In addition, the user
should be able to easily erase an entire message, rather than field by field.
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"not
applicable
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"unknown"
inCompletion.
data fields. InTCO
addition,
could
nottobe
sent
with
blankfields,with the exceptionof the "To"field. Futureversionsof TCO shouldallowthe user
to Indicatethat a fieldISnot applicableto the message, but ensurethat when requiredfields are
leftblank, the userIs promptedfor entry.
3.2.2.12 Display of Journal Messages
According to the FMF, TCO only allowedfor the displayof a few lines of a journalmessage.
The usershould be ableto open a window that displaysthe full message, If desired.
3.2.2.13 Outgoing Message Acknowledgement in Journal
When an outgoing message was placed In the journal, there was no Indication Irl the journal
of lt being received by the recipient. The journal should have the capability for automatically
providing an acknowledgement Indication for outgoing messages.
3.2.2.14 Printing
There were a number of difficulties with printing reported by the FMF. These Included the
following:
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Lack of WYSlW3fG.TCO was not a true "what you see iswhat you get (WYSIWYG)"graphicaluser interface, The format of the hard copy sentto the printerdifferedfrom thaton the displayscreen. This causedconfusionto the user. TCO shouldImplement WYSIWYG in Its
design.
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Journal Entry Number on Hard Copy. FMF personnelfelt that when an entry had been
printedfrom the journal,the journal numbershould be includedo,_the hard copy for ease of
cross-referencing.
Lockout of Multi-tasking. When printing,the systemcould not performany other tasks.
Thisappearedto be due to the lack of a printerspool or buffer. Whilethis may be a limitationof
the hardware usedfor FDS-1, future versionsof TCO shouldallow the userto trulymJIti-task,
printing while performing other tasks.
3.2.2.15 Graphical indication of Net Member Status
TCO provided a very good graphical indication of the status of net members, either a "?" or
a "X" across the symbol in the "Who's There" tray. This was reported to be a good feature.
I

3.2.2.16 Graphic Symbology
The following problems and suggestions regarding the graphic symbols were reported'
Symbol Query. TCO needs to have the capability for user query of symbols on the current
situationdisplay. The prototypeused during FDS-1 was reportedto havethisfeature,but it
only called up messagesassociatedwiththe symbol. The user could not specifyinformationto
be acquiredfrom a data base (as in AFATDS) thatwould pop up in windowswhen a symbol
was queried (e.g., highlightinga symbol and double clicking). This capabilityshouldbe irnplemerited in TCO.

"
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Positive Indication of Symbol Movement. When a unitis moved due to automaticupdate
of positionby PLRS,the terminalneeds to providea user selectablepositiveindicationthrough
both an audible and visual signal requiring acknowledgement. The user should have the
capability to specify which unit movement should be accompanied by this positive indication
and which should not.
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Availability of Symbols Tray. The symbols tray, during FDS-1, apparently was only available from the current situation display. FMF personnel reported that they would have liked to
have it available when preparing reports.
Offsetting of Symbols. When symbols on the current situation display are collocated, the
operator had to perform specified procedures for offsetting the _ymbols. The need for off-,

setting of symbols is viable, but the procedures were cumbersome and difficult. The capability
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Locating Unit Symbols. One of the difficultiesexperiencedby usersduring FDS-1 was
locatingspecificunitson the situationdisplay. The displayitselfonly provideda small window
into the largersituationmap. The userfound lt verydifficultto locatea specificunitwithout
havingknowledgeof approximategrid location. TCO needstOallowthe userto specify a unit
and havethe systemidentify itslocation,preferablyby highlightingit on the currentsituation
display.
Current Situation Map Improvements. FMF personnelfelt that the currentsituationmap
capabilitycould be improved by allowingthe userto stack multiplesymbols,and reducing map
symbolsso thatthey did not includeany symbolsbelowcompanylevel.
Designation of Control Points. TCO did not allowthe userto Includea visible name or
designationof controlpointssuchas check points,contactpoints,or coordinationpoints. TCO
shouldimplement thiscapability.
0

Symbol Creation. To createmultiplesymbols,the usermust firstopen the symbol creation
function,create one symbol,closeoutthat function,move to the currentsituationdisplay, and
placethe symbol. Then, these steps mustbe repeatedfor each additionalsymbol. This
becomes
tedious
and time
open and very
easily
move from
one consuming.
to the other. The user should be able to keep both functions
3.2.2.17 Lack of Positive Indication of Restored Communications
lt was reported that when there was a loss of communications with a net member, a status
message appeared in the status message box. When communications were restored with the
net member, there was no positive indication. The user had to keep checking the "Who's
There" tray. This was a distraction. The possibility of including an indication of restored communications should be investigated.

.

3.2.2.18 System Initialization Procedures
The initialization procedures, while eliminating the requirement to ente_subscribers, tables,
and addresses, were described by some of the users as being too complex G'.=eto a number of
factors. These included the use of terms that were not necessarily part of the normal FMF
vocabulary. In addition, the process for initializing the communications links was complex, with
operators having to select devices of which they had little knowledge and having to select these
devices in a very proscribed manner.
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Initialization procedures and terminology should be simplified. One method would be to
establish basic mechanisms whereby the user's log-on would automatically configure the system. In addition, the procedures for the establishment of communications pathways needs to
be simplified.
3.2.2.19 Undo and Abort Function
TCO needs the capability for undoing or aborting of a control action by the user.
3.2.2.20 Grid Accuracy
Grid information in FDS-1 required an entry of 10 digits. Typically the infantry operations
personnel use only six. The users should be able to select the accuracy of grid information
according to their needs.
3.2.2.21 Function Keys as Accelerators
TCO used programmablefunctionkeysas acceleratorsfor controlactions. Thiswas
viewed as a positive attribute.
3.2.2.22 indication of Memory Space
FMF personnel felt that orle of the potential causes for some of the failures experienced during FDS-1 was through the over-allocation of memory space. There was no method available
to verify this. The internal system diagnostics should include a routine that checks memory
allocation and provides an indication to the user when it reaches a predetermined percentage.
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3.2.2.23 Save to Drive Procedures
The procedures required for saving information to a drive were very complex and difficult.
The user should be able to save to either the hard or floppy drive very easily. One method suggested by the FMF was a "Save" button. If this approach is taken, appropriate checks and
confirmation prompts should be included.
3.2.2.24 Scrolling of the "Who's There" Tray
When a terminal's net membership was large, the user had to scroll the "Who's There" tray
to see ali members. This was reported to be too cumbersome, lt was suggested that the symbols in the tray be made smaller to allow for full display of ali members. The concept of the
"Who's There" tray is good; the best way to implement it needs to be determined.

I
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3.2.2.25 Approve Button
The approve button illustrated a violation of one of the basic tenets of human factors design
in that it did not always behave consistently. The resulting action seemed to vary depending on
the report or system feature. Control buttons should behave consistently.
3.2.2.25 DTG Update
The operatorshouldhavethe capabilityto easilyupdatethe DTG, much like on COTS
computer systems.
3.2.2.27 Lock Out of Control Action
The TCO appeared to respond llke many othersystemsin that when a message was being
received, it locked out current data input capability. While this is not necessarily a problem
when the lockout is only milliseconds, for TCO it could be a problem due the length of time
required to received somu of the large files that contained the current situation overlay,
Methods to allow TCO to receive a message without halting ali other processing need to be
investigated.
3.2.3 TCO interface Requirements
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The TCO interface
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functional
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design
considerations. During FDS-1, users identified information exchange requirements between TCO and
six MTACCS systems. Analysis of the data indicated that there appears to be a direct correlation between the maturity of each system's design and the specificity of users' perceived
requirements for its interface with TCO. This is understandable when viewed from the perspective that the more defined the system, the better users understand what it is potentially capable
of exchanging. However, the implication of this is that it is likely there are interface requirements which exist but have not been recognized. The global recommendation is made that
each system interface identified with TCO be separately examined by teams consisting of
appropriate users and persons with detailed knowledge of the interfacing system.
3.2.3.1 TOO to ATACC
A confirmed requirement existed for information exchange between TCO and ATACC.
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Air Tasking Order. There is clear consensus that the DASC, MEB, RCT and BSSG headquarters want to electronic_.ilyreceive and monitor the execution of the Air Tasking Order
(ATO). Not so clear, however, is the concept of exactly how this should occur. Currently, the
TACC sends the ATO to addressees as record traffic; ATACC provides for generation of this in
United States Message Text Format (USMTF). At a minimum, this message must be sent to
TCO electronically, with no human intervention, to allow its viewing by operators on TCO
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terminals, lt appears that there may be a valid requirement to design a portion of the TCO database to store data on individual ATC missions and tO implement the ATC as a databasable
message. The additional implementation of messages updating the status of various missions
could then allow TCO operators to monitor the ATC execution via database queries or spreadsheet displays.
Exchange of Graphical Information. There Is a requirement for the electronic exchange of
selectedgraphical Informationbetweenthe two systems. The definitionof the Information
requiredfor exchange ts incomplete. However, it appearsthatATACC requiresunit locations,
some tacticalcontrolmeasures,suchas boundaries,objectives,forward edge of the battle area
(FEBA),forward lineof owntroops(FLO'I'),etc.; some fire supportcoordinationrneasures, such
asfire supportcontrollines (FSCL),no fire areas (NFA), airspacecoordinationareas (ACA),
etc.; and indirectfire weaponfire fans. TCO appears to requiresome ATACC special points,
suchas combat air patrol (CAP),corridor,searchand rescue (SAR),etc.; missileengagement
zones; friendlyair defense coveragediagrams;and enemy airdefense locations. FurtherInvestigationis recommended to Identifyspecificinformationexchangeneeds.
Real-Time Air Picture Display. There is an Indicationthat some means of displayingthe ,
real-timeairpicture is desired/requiredat the MAGTF commandelement. The cited operationalreasonfor this is to allowthe MAGTF to monitor the executionof the ATC tn general, and
to trackair missionsto targets in particular. Should this be confirmedas a requirement,the use
of an interfacebetweenATACC and TCO to providethis is not recommended, as this informatlon can be better obtained from the Joint Air Command and Control Interface via tactical digital
information link (TADIL).
Location Data. There Is a consistently identified requirement for locations to be transmitted
and received using either LAT/LONG or military grid coordinates, lt Is a mandatory requirement
that both systems Implement the identical coordinate conversion algorithm(s).
3.2.3.2 TCO to FIREFLEX
There is a definite requirement for an electronic interface between TCO and the Marine
Corps fire support system (MCFSS, AFATDS).
Graphics Information Exchange. Graphics information exchange between the two systems is a confirmed requirement; the requirement for exchange of textual information is less
definite. TCO needs to be able to receive and display ali fire support graphics which would be
present on a fire support overlay (FSCL, Coordinated Fire Lines [CFL], NFA, etc.), as well as
locations of fire support assets. Planned targets, groups, series, programs and the like are also
desired. The textual information required appears to be oriented toward the transfer of word
processing files rather than toward operational messages.
Information Exchange During Planning and Execution. TCO operators envision that the
electronic interface would be used during both planning and execution. During planning, fire
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support appendices
and
overlays
wouldtobe
prepared
by the Fire
Support Coordinator
on the
FIREFLEXsystem
and
then
transferred
TCO
for approval,
Incorporated
Into the operations
plan/order, and subsequently transmitted to recipients. During the execution of the plan/order,
however, the only need would be to display the appropriate fire support coordination measures.
lt was generally Indicated that the display and monitoring of targets and related Information
would serve little purpose and would unnecessarily clutter the TCO screen, lt was noted that
this information could be readily obtained from a FIREFLEXsystem terminal which would be In
proximity. During both planning and execution, TCO needs the capability to graphically Identify
locations and transfer this Information electronically tothe FIREFLEXsystem display graphics
without human translation.
TCO to FIREFLEX Information Exchange, FIREFLEXsystem operators Indicated a need
to receiveoperationalmaneuver graphics,NBC graphicsand unit locationsfrom TCO. During
planning,thisInformationwould be used to createthe complementaryfire support appendices
and overlaysfor subsequenttransferto TCO for approvaland publication. During execution,
selected graphicalInformation(unitlocations,objectives,boundaries,contaminated areas, etc.)
would be usedto make tactical decisionsand to coordinatesupportingarms.
3.2.3,3 TCO to IAS
Thereis a requirementfor an electronicInterfacebetween IAS and TCO to allowthe automated exchangeof graphicaland textual information.

Q

TCO Intelligence Information Requirements. During planning, TCO requires the capability to receiveand displayintelligenceannexes,appendices,and overlaysfor Incorporationinto
the operationsplan/order, and subsequenttransmissionto recipients. Based on the descriptionof the requirement,it appearsthatthe exchangeof textual informationtnthiscase involves
the transferof word processingfiles ratherthan databasable messages.
TCO Enemy Situation Informational Needs. Duringthe executionof tacticaloperations,
TCO has the requirementto electronicallyreceiveand display currentenemy situationinformatlon from IAS. Requiredgraphicalinformationincludesali enemy symbologycurrentlyfound on
a conventionalacetateoverlay (confirmedunits,suspectedunits, etc.); amplifyingtextual
informationshould be linkedto each symbol. Additionally,it appearsdesirable that current
meteorologicalinformation,astronomicalinformation,and passwordsand countersignsbe
readilyavailableto TCO operatorsin textualform.
3,2.3.4 TCO to MIPS
The requirement for an electronic interface between MIPS and TCO Is unclear. Virtually ali
the data Identifying this as a requirement Is traceable to Marine administration personnel who
used MIPS during FDS-1. There Is no instance where this interface Is recorded as a requirement by Marines identified as operations personnel. In nearly every case where the Interface is
recommended, the supportingreasons Include and/or emphasize the use of TCO to transmit
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and receive personnel-oriented messages and reports bet_vveen
other MIPS terminals. Because
of this aspect, it Is not unreasonable to speculate that the real requirement Identified may be for
lntra-MIPS communications Instead of an automated Interfaceto TCO,
3.2.3.5 TOO to MILOGS

i

The requirementfor an automated Interface between MILOGS and TCO Isunclear; however, some type of electronicInterfaceappearsto be warranted, Almost alithe data identifying
this Interfaceas a requirementtstraceable to Marine logisticspersonnelwho used, or were
exposed to MarineAir GroundTask Force (MAGTF) II, LandingForceAsset Distribution System
(LFADS), MCLOG and/or Combat Service Support ControlSystem (CSSCS) during FDS-1. lt
appears that at leastsome Marinesmay have oonfusedL.FADSwith MILOGS and MCLOGwith
TCO, making the data questionable. As withthe MIPS-TCO Interfacedata, many Marine logistics personnelperceivethe TCO Interfaceas a communicationspath between logisticssystem
terminals.

'

The statedopinionof the commanding officerof the RCT is that commanders require an
"executivelevel"view of MILOGS In TCO. Additionally,he stated that MILOGS can (and
presumably should)operate "off-line" at regimental and lower echelons In the GCE, Several
logistics officers specifically cite the exchange of SITREP, logistics status report (LOGSTAT)
and logistics summary report (LOGSUM) reports/information with TCO as desirable. This
needs further definition with G/S-3 and G/S-4 personnel.
3.2.3.6 TOO to PLRS

0

A confirmedrequirementexistsfor an automated electronicinterface between TCO and
PLRS. Positionlocationinformationis criticalto commandersand their staffsduring the
prosecutionof combat operations.The capabilityto have automaticallyupdatedunit locations
available is deslYed. The followingrequiredimprovementsto the PLRSautomatictracking
implementation observed during FDS-1 were identified.
:

Visual Identification of PLRS Updated Units. Units which are being automatically updated
by PLRS need to be easilyidentifiedon TCO displaysto reduce confusion. Duringthe assessment, unit positions were updated by a variety of methods. Operators had no quick way of
knowing if a changed unit location on the screen was the result of a PLRS update, a received
message, or a system error, lt is recommended that a symbol modifier be considered to
provide quick visual recognition.
Track Quality Indication. Unit locations received from PLRS displayed only the grid location of the unit and did not include the track quality indicator (1-9 or L). The inclusion of the
track quality is critical, as lt represents the degree of accuracy of the reported location inthe
PLRS system. For example, a track quality of "L" indicates last known position. If a unit's track
is not being reported in PLRS for any reason, the master station maintains its last known location in the database, lt Is not uncommon for a unit to become temporarily "lost" for reporting
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due to a variety of reasons, Under these circumstances a unit could move a significant distance and its last known location would continue to be reported to TCO by PLRS, Without the
display of the track quality Indicator TCO operators would have no Indication whatsoever that
this might have occurred, lt is recornrnended that future Implementations Incorporate the PLRS
track quality in unit location displays,
Time Stamp Update. As reported in the MCTSSA after action report, when a unltsymbol
on the TCO screen was queried for Information by double clicking on it, part of the Information
was a time stamp Indicating the last update of location. While the PLRS server provided
updated Information eve!_jthree toslx seconds, this tlme stamp was only updated when a spot
report was received or the PLRS report Indicated that the unit had moved at least 200 meters,
]'he time stamp for stationary units needs to be updated more frequently to provide the user
with confidence In the location Information. lt Is recommended that future versions of TCO
implement a more frequent update of the time stamp.
3.2.4 FMF Personnel Assessment of TOO
This section provides some insights into how the FMF participants perceived the value and
usefulness of the TCO system implemented for FDS.1, Data for this section comes from the
questionnaires.
Eight commanders, 86 staff officers, and 43 operators responded to questionnaires
Q

designedtheir
to elicit
general
andwere
specific
information
of the impact
effects of
TCO
or_their
ability
to to
perform
mission.
They
asked
to compare
TCO
had
on their
ability
perform command and control functions relative to their previous experiences without TCO.
Since the commanders, staff officers, and operators perform different functions and have different Informational needs, the items for each of the three questionnaires differed somewhat.
However, ali items were rated us_rlga six-point rating scale. A rating of "1" Indicated a negative
impact of TCO, and a rating of "6" Indicated a positive impact. Respondents could also choose
"D" to indicate "don't know" oi' "NA" to Indicate "not applicable."
3.2.4.1 General Information
The items on each questionnaire were organized so that Items addressing similar concepts
were grouped together. This grouping was derived from the issue categories contained In the
Final Draft Evaluation Plan(a)and Section 2.1 of this report, Thlsgrouplng is used as the
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(a) Avery, L.W., D. R. EIke, B.A. Fecht, J.G. Heubach, S.T. Hunt, C.W. Holmes, S. F.
Savage, and A. P. Shepard. 1991. Final Draft, MTACCS FDS-1 Evaluation Plan. Prepared by Pacific Northwest Laboratortesfor U.S. Marine Corps Research, Development, and
Acquisition Command.
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organizational basis for the discussion of responses, but there Is not always a one-to-one eor.
respondenoe with each questionnaire item and a specific Issue or criterion from the assessment
plan,
Since each group responded to numerous (62 to 90) Items, lt would be Impractical to titscuss each item In detail. In addition, the majority of items received a "neutral" rating, Mean
ratings between 2.5 and 4,5 were considered to be neutral, Indicating neither a positive nor
negative tmpaot from the use of TCO. The discussion below will focus only on those Items
where "extreme" (above 4,5 or below 2.5) mean ratings were given, For those desiring a more
detailed examination of the data, each Item and its mean response is reported by group In
Appendix A.
3.2.4.2 FMF Participants' Background
The commanders indicated that their cornputer literacy was below average (2.5) relative to
other USMC personnel. They also reported that they rarely (2,0) used TCO during FDS-1. This
is not surprising since the commanders have both staff officers and operators to interact directly
with computers and to provide them with Information from them. The staff officers rated themselves slightly above average (3.8) In computer Iiterarjy, and as occasional (3,4) users of TCO
during FDS-I. The operators rated themselves above average (4.0) on computer literacy and
reported that they used TCO frequently (4,7) during FDS-1,
3.2.4.3 Operational EffectivenessItems

0

Two general categories of items were designed to address issues related to TCO's Impact
on operational effectiveness. The first was entitled "Operational Effectiveness" on the questionnaires, and refered to TCO's impact on the user's ability to carry out day to day operations.
]'he seoond category of items was "System Response" and focused on the speed with which
TCO was able to perform required operations.
Operational EffectiveneSs. Of the 21 items In the commander's Operational Effectiveness
section, the commanders rated no Item above 4,5 and they rated 8 items below 2,5, TCO was
rated as having a negative impact on the commanders' ability to detect (2.1), evaluate (2.2),
and respond (2.3) to changes In the tactical situation, to plan (2.2), conduct (2.4), and coordinate (2.3) simultaneous employment of forces, and to develop (1.7) and evaluate (1.667) plans
and orders. The commanders' comments indicate that they found lt easier and more reliable to
use the voice communications rather than get the tactical Information they needed from TCO.
In addition, TCO was considered to be too slow for use In a fast-moving environment. One can
conjecture that part of this disaffectatlon could be due to the difficulties with communications
experienced during FD8-1.
The staff officers responded to 22 Items tn their Operational Effectiveness section, No Item
was rated below 2.5, and only one Item was rated above 4.5. The staff officers reported a slight
increase (4.5) In their ability to disseminate logistic and administrative reports and Inforrnatlon.
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Their comments Indicated that when the system was working, lt was a great time saver, Howfeature
ever, the system was not working a sufficient percentage of the time to see this
as one
that significantly Increased their ability to disseminate Information,
The operators had 12 Operational Effectiveness Items on their questionnaire, Similar to the
staff officers, no Item was rated below 2,5, and two Items were rated above 4,5, They Indicated
that TCO has a positive impact on their abiltty to disseminate operational reports and Information (4,6), and to distribute plans and orders (4,6). The operators' comments also paralleled
those of the staff officers regarding TCO's effect on the speed of transmitting Information,
System Response, The staff officers repoi'ted that system delays were frequently (2,3)
noticed, in terms of response to commands or message transfers. When this occurred, there
was little Indication of the cause (1.8) and the system rarely (1.8) allowed the process causing
the delay to be Interrupted. Their comments revealed that system delays (especially In the form
of crashes) were more likely when the system was being heavily used, Some conjectured that
the crashes might have been due to hardware problems or insufficient memory, However, no
cause for delays was ever clearly Identified by the system or by the system developer's representatives. In addition to time delays, system crashes resulted in the loss of Information. A
second type of system delay was caused by the system being required to read incoming
messages In the order In which they were received, Several staff officers expressedfrustration
at not being able to go directly to a hlgh-priorlty message.
i

The frequency and duratton of system delays was of great concern to the staff officers. In
addition, their comments reflected dissatisfaction and Impatience with the fact that the cause of
the delays was generally unknown and that the crashes were unpredictable. The usual
recourse was to reboot the system, which the staff officers felt was an unsatisfactory solution.
System rellablllty was of major Importance.
Responses and concerns from the operators were similar to those of the staff officers. They
reported that the system rarely (2.3) indicated the cause and estimated duration of processing
delays and that the process causing the delay could rarely (1.9) Interrupted.
3.2.4.4 Usability Items
The concept of usability has many different aspects. Discussed below are eight aspects of
usability that were evaluated for TCO.
Ease of Use. In most cases, the operators were the only personnel to have hands-on
experience with TCO. They responded to six items that pertained to the ease of use of TCO.
Of these six, four Items were rated above 4.5 and none below 2.5. The operators found TCO
easy to use (5.2). They rarely (5.0) found the terminology used by TCO to be confusing or misleading, and reported that terms and acronyms were used consistently (4.9) across different
screens and functions. Procedures to perform different tasks and functions were also rated as
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being consistent (4,6), While these ratings for ease of use do not reflect wild enthusiasm for
TCO, they do conflict, to a slightdegree,with other data collectedduring FDS.,I, Specific
causal elementsfor this are unknown,
Information Presentation, Operatorsreportedthat TCO's prioritymessage notification
mechanism was moderately(4,6) cleat', Their comments Indicatedthat a "beep" signal was
not alway_audible becauseof the amount of backgroundnoise present, Suggestionswere
made for a blinking signal to indicate a priority message, In addition, operators wanted a
mechanism that would allow them to go dtre0tly to a priority message, without reading through
messages previously arrived,
Data Entry, The operators Indicated that data entry procedUres were used consistently
(4,8) throughout TCO, Thtswas seen as one of TCO's strong points, They rarely (4,6) had to
enter data tn units that were unusual or out of the ordinary,
Data Display. The operators reported that there were only occasional (4°6)instances when
a naturally occurring order Inthe data was not reflected in the TCO display. One comment sug.
gested that symbols should be listed In unit order,
Screen Design, The staff officers rated the labels used to Identify the display screen as
easy to understand (4,6), and the operators concurred (5.1), The operators also said that the
labels and names used by TCO clearly (4,9) Indicated what they were Intended to represent,
Screen display labels were rated as moderately (4,6) good for Indicating where each display
screen was relative to other display screens, Comments Included suggestions for simpler navigational methods and less cluttered screens,

"

Network Issues, T_ staff officers Indicated that lt was easy (4,7) to locate and enter network addresses for other individual users on the LAN. Some commented that they would like
to be able to rearrange addresses as they pleased so that tile address tray would not have to
be constantly scrolled,
The operators found lt easy (4.7) to route appropriate messages and parts of messages to
the appropriate organizations and echelons, They also found lt easy (5,0) to set up and modify
access privileges for Individual users and to locate and enter network addresses for other
Individual users on the IAN (5,2),
Large and Medium Screen Displays. The operators found the text and graphics display
characteristics of the large and medium display screens to be acceptable (4,9), They also
Indicated that lt was easy (4,8) to read map legends, labels, and other Information through the
electronic map overlay,
Electronic Mapping. There were 22 Items In the commander's section on Electronic
Mapping, Five tterns received an average rating below 2,5 and two Items were rated above 4,5,
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The commanders Indloated that the map overlay provided by TOO did not meet their require.
ments (1,3), They also Indicated that lt was difficult to distribute map overlay Information to
subordinate units (1,5) and to adjacent units (1,5), The map overlays were not viewed a8 being
an easy way to access friendly force (1,8) or personnel (2,0) Infarmatlon, However, the com.
manders reported that map symbols were easy to Identify (4,6) and that friendly and enemy
locations could easily be found on the nlap (4,6), The commanders' comments Indicated that
Electronic Mapping was an important capability to have, However, they stated that TCO's
Implementation was too small, too slow, too cluttered, and lacked terrain features and color
coding of symbols, ali factors that decreased the Electronic Map's usefulness,
The staff officers gave TCO's mapping oapabllltle8 ratings above 4,5 for the display of fire
support control/coordination measures (4,7), friendly (but not enemy) unit locations (4,7), tao.
tleal control measures (4,6), and man.made obstacles (4,7), Interpretation of fire support
control/coordination measures (4,9) and tactical control measures (4,5) were also given ratings
above 4,5, Map symbols were rated as easy to Identify (4,8) and to be consistent with standard
Marine Corps map symbology (4,9), TCO'8 ablllty to display current and predicted weather
Information was rated as poor (1,2), though this was not necessarily a part of the design for
FDS-1, The staff officers' comments revealed that the single biggest restriction In using the
electronic map was the lack of terrain Information, The overlay Information was often viewed as
uselesswithout the terrain Information to provide context for Interpretation, In general, the staff
officers found the map symbology to be correct (only a few errors were noted) and easy to
read, An exception to thts occurred when units were close together; then map symbols over.
lapped e.'loh other and became unreadable,
The operators answered 22 Items on electronic mapping, Thirteen recelved a rating above
4,5 and one received a rating below 2.5,, Operators report that TCO allowed thern to more
easily display (5,0) and Interpret (5,1) friendly force Information, to display (4.6) fire support
control/coordination measures, to display (5.2) and Interpret (5.0) friendly and enemy unit Ices.
tions, to display (4.5) friendly force Information, to display (4,7) and lrlterpret (4,7) tactical
control measures, and to dlsptay (5,0) and Interpret (4,9) man.made obstacles, Using the map
overlays, the operators reported that lt was easy (4.9) to access personnel Infornlatlon. Map
symbols were rated as easy (4,9) to Identify, and generally conformed to Marine Corps map
symbology (4,8). TCO's ability to display current and predicted weather Information was rated
as poor (1,0),
TCO's ability to provide specific untt Information by graphically referencing that unit was
seen as beneficial, While the comments were generally positive, several suggestions for
l_nprovement were made. Operators often found that the map scale was so small that symbols
overlapped and created unintelligible clutter on the screen, One operator Indicated that NBC
symbols would be usefulfor rnarklng contaminated areas, wind drift, etc, Adding terrain features was also mentioned as highly desirable,

,
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Mobi,ty
Commanders rated TCO as having a negative Impact on the mobility of their organization
(1,9) and their organization's vehicle requirements (1,6), Reasons fe_these ratings Included
size, fragility, and power support requirements,
The staff officers also Indicated that TCO would have a negative Impact on the mobility of
their organization (2,1) and their organization's vehicle requirements (1,8), They were
emphatic that the current configuration was not mobile, They cited power and communications
requirements, system wetght, bulk and fragility, and set.up/tear.down times as factors that
would Inhlblt mobility,
3.2,4.6 Training
The thoroughness of the training and the amount of Inforrnatlon to be learned were rated as
neutral (3.5), The commanders' comments revealed concerns about the length of training
required and the depth of computer literacy needed to be an effective operator, The need for
simple, easy.to-read user manuals was also stated,
i

3.2.4.7 Log-OnLog.OffSecurity
Staff offloersand operators were asked to rate how well TCO prevented data loss resulting
from accidentally logging-off and how clearly TCO notified the user when Information was
updated, Both groups responses were neutral.

_I

3.2.4.8 Jump Command Post
In order to be effective as a Jump Command Post, TCO would have to be smaller, more
rugged, less dependent on quality power sources, and be able to work over tacttoal radios. For
these reasons, the commanders rated TCO's suitability for a Jump Command Post as poor

(1,8),
3.3 Intelligence
"

The functional area of Intelligencewas representedby a prototypeof the IAS, The following
observationson the IAS were abstractedfrom the after action reports of the 7th MEB and
DeputyProgram Manager (DPM)Intelligence (INTEL),
3.3.1 Number of stations
FMF personnel believed that the IAS, as fielded In FDS-1, did not provide enough stations at
the Marine Ali.Source Fuslon Center (MAFC) or the combat operations and Intelligence center
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(COIC), They believed that the MAFC should have, for full-time monitoring, the following sta.
tlons available: watch officer; two ground order of battle analysts;two air order of battle
analysts; two collectors personnel; two counter Intelligence (CI) personnel; one or two signal
Intelligence (SIGINT)analysts;two electronics Intelligence (ELINT)analysts; and one to two
Imagery analysts. At the COIC, there should be stations for a journal and workbook, reconnalssance (RECON) Iialsoh, SIGINT liaison, collections liaison, etc. Based on these comments,
the required number of stations should be explored for future versions of the IAS.
3.3.2 Single Channel Radio Communications
During FDS.1, the IAS was able to transmit digital data over single channel radio (SCR)
sometimes, but the radios had to be tuned to no more than 1 hertz of variance, If a AN\GRA.39
was Installed In the communications pathway, communications were lost. In addition, communlcatlons using the Protocol Processor Board and the Tactical Communications Interface
Module were Inconsistent, at best. For future IAS development, the difficulties transmitting data
over SCR need to be resolved.
3,3.3 Digital Interface with Other MTACCS Systems
t

DuringFDS-1, the=IAS couldnot Interfaceelectronicallywithother MTACCS systems to
transmitdigitaldata, the Genserworkstationand an air gap was used for data transferto TCO.
This was due primarily to the lack of a current solution to multilevel security, In future versions
of the IAS, a solution to the problem presented by multilevel security needs to be implemented.
3.3.4 Message Queue Design
The message queue design for the IAS fielded during FDS.1 required the operator to review
messages In the order received. The operator needs to be able to sort and review messages
by source, DTG, precedence, etc. This capability should be Implemented In future versions of
the IAS.
3.3.5 Use of a Windowing Environment for the Marine-Machine

Interface

IAS, as fielded In FDS-1, used an overlapping window interface, lt appeared that the interface was complicated enough to cause the operator to focus too much on the computer
screen. ]'he design of the Interface should be slmpltfled in future versions of the IAS to reduce
the level of concentration required by the operators.

3.4 Combat Service Support (CSS)
Combat service support during FDS-1 was represented by a number of different systems.
On the personnel side the MIPS was the predominant system, along with the MCPERSsoftware
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designed as the Interface betwe_Jnpersonnel systems and TCO. A number of different systems
were used for logistics. These irlcluded the Landing Force LFADS, MAGTF II, MCLOG software
deslgned as the interface between logistics and TCO, and demonstrations of the Computer
Aided Embarkc'Zon Management System (CAEMS), MAGTF Deployment Support System
(MDSS) !1,and the U.S. Army Combat Service Support Control System (CSSCS). The following
sections provide design considerations and observations directed at the MCPERSand MCLOG
interface with TCO, LFADS, and MAGTF I1.

/

3,4,1 Personnel Systems
Findings for the personnel systems are discussedin the following.
3,4,1,1 Mass Casualty Reports Capability in MCPERS
Usersexpressedthe desirefor a toolin MCPERSthat would facilitatethe preparationof
mass casualtyreports. The need for thistype of report should be explored.
3.4.1.2 MIPS to MCPERS interface
c

MCPERS could read filesfrom MIPS, but MIPS could not readfilesfrom MCPERS. For
FDS-2, ali personnelsystemsshouldbe able to shareinformation.
3.4.1.3 Casualty Projection (CASPROJ)Information Needs
z
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The CASPROJ requiresadditionalinformationto ensurea more accurate projection. This
additionalinformationshould include,butnot necessarilybe limitedto, morale, combat experience, enemy tactics, and firesupportand air support superiority. These informationalneeds
should be incorporated into the CASPROJ feature.
3.4.2 Logistics Systems

-

Findings for the Iogisticessystemsare discussedin the following.

=

3:4,2,1 General Issues

_-
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Issues contained in this section relate to capabilities that need to be addressed in the logistics functional area, but do not relate to a specific system utilized in FDS-1. Data for this section
was abstracted from the after action reports submitted by the DPM Ground Combat Service
Support Command and Control Systems, MCTSSA, and the 7th MEB.
Logistics Tracking System for the MAGTF Command Element. The Logistics systems
deployed during FDS-1, such as MCLOG and CSSCS, were focused more on the needs of the
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requirements
the MAGTF
has for tracking
andUSMC
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information,
andwhat
develop
BSSG rather than
the MEBCE
command
elementlogistics
(CE-).The
needs
to determine
this capability as part of MTACCS.
Logistics Electronic Overlays. A critical requirement for the functional area of logistics is
the development and transmission of logistics specific electronic overlays. During FDS-1, the
logistics personnel could develop overlays, but they had difficulty transmitting these to other
elements. Future versions of MTACCS need to provide the means to easily develop and
transmit logistics overlays.
Automation of the Logistics Operations Center (LOC). The automation deployed during
FDS-1 inthe LOC at the MEB Headquarters (HQ) was inadequateforthe workload. Only one
terminalprovidedthe interfacebetweenTCO and the logisticsarea. In addition, FMF personnel
believedthat the degree of Integratedautomationfor logisticsdemonstratedduring FDS.1 was
lessthanexpected. Futuredevelopmenteffortsin the logisticsarea should focus on implemeritingmore integratedand appropriateautomationin the LOC.
3.4.2.2 MCLOG
Findingsrelevantto MCLOG are discussedin the following.
Supply Reports Formats. BSSGpersonnelreportedthatthe supplyreportsdo not include

O

the capability
to determine
the difference
the current
and
previous
reports.
To make
these
determinations,
the user
must recallbetween
the previous
reports.
Supply
reports
included
in the
TCO logistics interface should include this capability.
Ammunition and Maintenance Management Capabilities. MCLOG provided little capabilityfor ammunition and maintenancemanagement. The requirementsfor these capabilities,and
a means for providingthem, shouldbe exploredand implementedas necessary.
Pacing Items and Other Parameters. A capabilityneeded in the logisticsarea isthe ability
to set the pacing itemsand otherspecificparametersthe unitwantsto track. Thiswould make
it easierfor MCLOG or its heir to computereports.
LOGSTAT Reports. The LOGSTATreportsseemed to be very difficultto prepare and
send, especiallyin the RCT. This may be due to ihe numberof itemsthatwere beingtracked
beyond normal pacingitems, causinginordinatelylarge reports;or the use of MCLOG for tracking itemsthat would normallybe trackedby LFADS. The RCT reportedthat the approachfor
doing LOGSTATsin MCLOGwas nottotallyconsistentwiththeirSOPs and it was notflexible
enodghto make the necessarychanges. The requirementsfor LOGSTATreportingshould be
reviewedat ali echelonsand the necessaryflexibilityprovidedin MCLOGto accomplishthe
task easily.
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Message Transmission Delays Due to Report Size. Long reportsfrom the logistics staff,
such as LOGSTAT,were seldom transmittedsuccessfully. There were some successfultransmissionslate inthe exercise,so the technicalfeasibilityof sendingthese reportswas demonstrated. Analysesshouldbe performed to determinethe maximum lengthof reports that need
to be transmittedoverthe LAN and WAN. Thisrequirment should be incorporatedinto the specificationsfor these systemsso that the most effectivemeans for providingthe capabilitycan
be designed intothe logisticssystemsand other MTACCS systems.
Size of Data Fields. The data fieldsize on the supplyreport form used in MCLOG for FDS1 was three characters,which was insufficient.Data fields need to be larger. The required size
of ali data fields needs to be investigatedand appropriate sizes implemented in future logistics
systems.

.

Cumbersome Data Entry Procedures. Some of the reports required complex and
cumbersome data entry procedures: For example, when updating the unit LOGSTAT and
LOGSUM, the user was required to enter or edit data in a field and then save that field rather
than entering ali the data and then saving the report as a whole. This lends itself to operator
error and takes more time than necessary. Each report should be treated as an entity, allowing
for ali edits to be performed before saving.
Identificationof Equipment. As reported in the MCTSSA after action report, MCLOG identiffed equipment by nomenclature, rather than by Table of Authorized Material Control Number
(TAMCN). This caused items with the same name, such as radio set, to be summarized when
each individual type should have been identified. For FDS-2, the logistics systems should identify equipment by TAMCN.
3.4.2.3 LFADS

=

Data for this section was abstracted from the after action reports submitted by the DPM
Ground Combat Service Support Command and Control Systems, MCTSSA, and the 7th MEB.
LFADS Communications. During FDS-1, LFADS was not able to communicate from one
terminal to another over the LAN. Future v_rslons need to incorporate the capability to com.
municate over the IAN and WAN.
LFADS Interfaces. LFADS was not able to electronically interface with either MCLOG or
CSSCS, candidate CSS capstone systems. Future versions of LFADS need to incorporate the
capability to electronically transmit and receive ali required data from the target capstone
system.
Marine Integrated Maintenance Management System (MIMMS) Data. FMF personnel
believed that MIMMS shared the same basic information as LFADS, and should be an integral
part of LFADS. This merging of systems should be explored for future implementation.

z
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3.4.2.4 MAGTF li
Data for this section was abstracted from the after action reports submitted by the DPM
Ground Combat Service Support Command and Control Systems, MCTSSA, and the 7th MEB.
Difficulty Changing Force List. At the onset of FDS-1, the MEB staff were disappointed
that the force list contained in the MAGTF II did not resemble a maritime preposltloning force
(MPF) brigade. The MAGTF II data base was not flexible enough to allow for easy modification
of the force list. MAGTF II should implement a design that allows easy modifications to the data
base.
Sustainability Algorithms. The most current version of MAGTF II was based on a new data
base, and would not perform sustainability calculations. To provide this capability during
FDS-1, sustainability calculations were performed with an earlier version of MAGTF II, and the
data merged with the new version. This caused the MAGTF II data base to become corrupted,
severely limiting its usefulness. Future versions of MAGTF II need to provide the capability for
performing sustainability calculations and ensure that there is no corruption of the data base.

3.5 FireSupport
Fire support command and control,during FDS-1, was representedby the MarineCorps
O
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3.5.1 MCFSS Capabilities
The finding about the MCFSS capabilities are discussed in the following.
3.5.1.1 Supporting Arms Special Staff (SASS) Planning Tool Requirements
The MCFSS fielded during FDS-1 at the SASS was not very well suited for the planning
function because it could not be effectively used for deep battle planning because the workspace was limited to a 100 by 100 kilometer grid. In addition, it could not convert between
LAT/LONG and UTM and could not use a map zone grid designator. This limited its usefulness
in exchanging target information with aviation. In order for the MCFSS (or any fire support system) to be a more complete planning tool for the SASS, these capabilities need to be provided.
3.5.1.2 Target Precedence Lists
MCFSS does not provide the capability to transmit, manage, and store target precedence
lists or large, prioritized target files. Fire support systems need this capability.
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3.5.1.3 Creation of Mission Schedules
MCFSS did not providethe capabilityfor creating fire,group, or seriesschedules;the user
could only executethem. Thiscapabilityshouldbe includedin futurefire support systems.
3.5.1.4 Digital Communications Terminal (DCT) Mission Buffer
The DCT mission bufferwas too small for effectivecommunicationwiththe Fire_upport
CoordinationCenter (FSCC). The optimumsize for the DCT missionbuffershouldbe determined and implemented In the future.
3.5.1.5 Fire Support Coordination Measure Transmission
Marines could only transmit one fire support coordination measure at a time with MCFSS.
To be effective, the capability for transmission of multiple coordination measures should be
implemented.
3.5.1.6 Additional Tools
To be a more complete fire support system, MCFSS needs to include tools tO support naval
gun fire (NGF), close air support (CAS), and close-in fire support (CIFS). These should be
Implemented in future versions.
3.5.1.7 Target Card File System

qp

To be more effective,MCFSS shouldincludethe capabilityfor maintaininga targetcardtype file systemto record battledamage assessment(BDA)and target disposition. This
capability should be included in future versions of MCFSS or other fire support systems, r
3.5.2 Information
:

Exchange with TCO

MCFSS information exchange with TCO is discussed in the following.
3.5.2.1 Autorelay
During FDS-1, MCFSS automatically passed certain types of messages to TCO, quickly
overwhelming the TCO terminal recipient. The operator was not able to modify this file transfer
function. MCFSS should be designed to provide the operator with flexibility in determining
whicl_messages will be automatically transferred to other automation systems.

O
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3.5.2.2 Inability for TOO to Transfer Operational Graphics
TCO was unable to transfer operational graphios to MCFSS. MCFSS operators had to
translate free text messages Into graphics. The capablllty for transfer of graphical Information
from TCO to MCFSS should be Implemented,
3.5.2.3 Lack of Capability to ExchangeTarget Lists
MCFSS could not exchange targetlistsor blockswithTCO, only singletargets, The
capabilityfor exchange of multipletargetsshould be implemented,
3.5.3 MCFSS Hardware Considerations
MCFSS hardware considerations are discussed in the following.
3.5.3.1 Size of Display
FMF personnel at the fire support staff sections felt,that the MSD was not large enough.
Future versions of MCFSS should provide a LSD.
3.5.3.2 Shelters
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in the
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would personnel
be ideal forfelt
thethat
artillery
battalion. In
addition,
they suggested
that it should
The
fire support
the Deployable
Rapid
Assembly
Shelter (DRASH),
used
be covered with an outer lining made of Kevlar or other _ubstance ttlat would provide protection
from indirect fire. The implementation of these types of shelters should be explored.

3.6 Aviation C2
The only automated aviation C2 system present during FDS-1 was the Advanced Tactical
Air Command Central (ATACC). ATACC equipment was present at the MAG TACC, the Sector
Anti-Atr Warfare Coordinator (SAAWC), and the DASC. The following observations regarding
the aviation automation were abstracted from the 7th MEB after action report.
3.6.1 ATACC
FMF personnel indicated that the ATACC demonstrated great potential. The following suggestions were made.

O
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3.6,1.1 Lack of ATACC Electronic Connectivity to TCO

i_l

Whilenot necessarilya planned capabilityfor FDS-1, FMF personnelbelievedthatthe
ATACC shouldbe ableto transmitthe ATC orexchange overlaysor other Informationwith
TCO. Electronic¢onnneotlvltybetweenATACC and TCO shouldbe implemented.
3.6.1.2 ATACC Processing Speed
FMF personnelobservedthat as the ATACCequipmentbecame more burdenedwith
targets and tasks,the slowerthe systemprocessingbecame, In a realtactldalsituation,the
systemmay not be ableto keep up withevents. Futureversionsof the ATACC need to resolve
this problem.
3.6.2 IDASC to TCO Interface
During FDS-1, IDASC automation was Implemented using a combination of ATACC and
TCO equipment. FMF personnel believed that the use of automated and dlgital burst systems
Improved operational effectlvenessof the DASC. The following observations were made
regarding the deployed automation.
3.6.2.1 Interconnection of Agencies
The DASC's connectionto variousagencies through the TCO Interface was not as extenslve as lt should have been. Future deployments should Include dtgital connection to ali
agenctes requiring communication with the DASC.

O

3.6.2.2 DCT Lack of Printing Capability
The DCT used in the DASCdid not have a printcapability,requiringthe operatorto
manuallytranscribeali incomingreportsand requests. Futureversionsshouldhave eitherthe
capabilityfor printing,or providea digitalconnectionwithother systems.
3.6,2.3 DASC to TCO interface Performance
FMF personnel in the DASC reported that tile processing speed of the TCO interface was
slow,and did not allow multitasking. Future versions should provide a faster processor and
allow multitasking.

3.7 FDS Process
The FDS process represents a different approach to Marine Corps acquisition. Because of
this lt was a learning experience for ali participants. Users were generally posit!re about the
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3.7.1 User mnvolvement
Success of the FDS process ,-eltesheavily on user participation. Early Involvement of users
In the FDS.2 development cycle Is needed to allow users to understand FDS.2 concepts and
adequately plan for assessment unit participation, This Involvement should begin at the first
FDS planning meeting and continue with Increasing user presence throughout the FDS-2 development cycle. Additionally, MARCORSYSCOM representatives should establish and maintain
FDS-2 visibility at the assessment organization's major headquarters through regular briefings
and visits.
3.7.2 Laboratory "resting
The MTACCS systems deployed during FDS-1 were not subjected to rigorous laboratory
and integration testing prior to being placed In user hands. Because the FDS-1 assessment
was conducted tn a field environment, users expected the product to be far more robust and
functionally mature than lt turned out to be. Instances of system "crashes", data losses, keyboard lockouts, etc. were wide spread and exasperated Marines who were attempting to use
TCO and other MTACCS systems under tactical exercise conditions. The lack of system
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For FDS..2,participating systems must undergo sufficient laboratory and Integration testing
prior to any field assessment. Additionally, users must be continuously educated on the purpose of the FDS, its objectives, and any known system limitations.
3.7.3 Communications

Reliability

The abilityof TCO and otherMTACCS systemsto operate over Marine Corps tacticalcommunications was never confirmed prior to the assessment. Throughout the FDS-1 assessment,
MTACCS was unable to consistently establish and reliably maintain communications over field
communications equipment. This became a source of continuing frustration for ali participants
and significantly hindered collecting valid requirements data. Confirmed communications reliability is mandatory to prevent the Inefficient use of resources. During FDS-2, equipment
should not be taken to field assessment untess it is first clearly demonstrated that lt can operate
using the anticipated tactical communications equipment.
3.7.4 User Training
Users indicate that overall, TCO system training and MTACCS integrated training did not
adequately prepare them for proficient use of equipment during FDS-1. The learning
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environment (large, crowded, noisy room), Inconsistencies between training manuals and
actual Implementations, system hardware problems, and slow pace of Instruction are ali cited
as contributing factors, lt can be Inferredfrom system operator comments that they would have
preferred a program of Instruction Incorporating both traditional classroom Instruction to learn
system capabilities and characteristics, followed by a period of hands-on experience with prao.
tloal applications on the actual equipment. Supervisory personnel (officers and staff noncommissioned officers) appear to support this approach as weil. For FDS-2 lt Is recommended that
thls tralnlng philosophy be adopted, lt Is further reoornmended that classroom training for
Supervisorsbe conducted separately from system operator training, but that a common prao..
ttoal exercise be conducted as a final exercise.
'

During FDS-1 planning, the tratntng requirements of the TECG dtd not receive adequate
attention. TECG cell assignments were not solidified In time to allow designated system operators and supervisors to form Into thelr representative groups prior to training. As a result,
Individuals trickled in to training with no concept of why they were there or what their roles were
to be. Because they had not been formed Into their groups, personnel accountability during
training was also affected. Inthe future when TECG personnel are to be trained, lt Is recommended that they be assembled one to two days prior to tralnlng and provided with administrative Instructions and detailed briefings on their roles and asslgnments.
A final point about training, Identified tn the MCTSSA after action report, was directed at
PLRS training. If the TCO operators, as users of PLI, had reoetved some basic training on PI_RS
operations, troubleshooting procedures Irl the field may have been enhanced. For FDS-2, personnel using MTACCS should be provided some training on PLRS prior to the start of the
exercise.

_b

3.7.5 Evaluator Observations
While the majority of this report has been a summation of observations, comments, and
other data collected from the FMF participants, the evaluators feel compelled to make the fol..
lowing observations regarding the FDS process.
3,7.5.1 Management of Expectations
Participating FMF personnel came into the assessment with a very high set of expectations
regarding the sophistication and maturity of the systems Involved. These expectations were not
met, which created some negative backlash. For future FDS evolutions, the expectations of ali
participants need to be managed through the presentation of realistic goals for system sophistication and maturity, and the complexities associated with the assessment. As these evolve, the
changes need to be communicated to the participants to ensure a common understanding of
what can be acoompllshed. Irlthis way, the participants will not be unpleasantly surprised at
the assessment.
z
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3.7.5,,2 FDS Schedule
Milestonesfor the FDS assessmentneed to reflect a more rigid schedule, Software development should be stopped, and a design freeze implemented well prior to the beginning of the
assessment, This will allow for system testing and Integration, and debugging of the software.
The systernsthat wtll be Involved In each FDS assessment need to be Identified well in advance
and controlled to preclude last-minute participants, unless they will be for demonstration only,
to ensure proper system testing and integration. This system testing and Integration needs to
be more formal, with well-defined schedules and test plans. In addition, any COMMEX that
precedes the assessmentshould Include utilization of the data systems.

+
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4.0 Final Discussion
FDS-1 was plagued with difficulties, aa would be expected for the first evolution of a new
design process, These difficulties Included systems that were not as robust aa hoped, a very
hostile assessment environment, technical diffloultles In establishing and maintaining com.
munioatlons, oonflguratton management problems, and a significant learntng curve required for
ali participants. Despitethese difficulties, FDS.1 generally achieved Its goals,
The stated objectives of FDS-1 were to get user Involvement In the design process and gain
a better understanding of the operational requirements for command and control (C2) systems
such as TCO, As Chapter 3.0 of this report Indicates, these objectives were met, FMF pet'.
sonnel became very Involved In providing Insights Into their needs for TCO and other C2 systems. An added benefitto this Involvement was the insight that FMF personnel gained regarding the future Impact of automation on their operational environment.
While lt was not possible to quantify exactly what capabilities were provided by the fielded
systems, FMF personnel were able to identify,a fatrly comprehensive list of needed capabilities
and deslgn requirements for future TCO and other MTACCS systems, This list will provide a
firm basis for the continued requirements definition for each system that Is Imptiolt In the FDS
process.

O

In terms of evaluating TCO, as Implemented for FDS-i, FMF personnel were ambivalent
about how good or bad the system was. With a few exceptlons, most of their responses to the
questionnaires indicated that the system was perceived as neither an Improvement over existIng methods nor a hindrance. Possible contributions to this perception Include the oommunlcatlons difficulties, high expectations, and the lack of sophistication and robustness of TCO.
A number of polnts need to be made about the results of FDS-1. First, lt Is crttlcal that the
next phases of development for TCO and other MTACCS systems employ rigorous requirements analyses to determine the exact requirements for automation In the MAGTF. personnel
In ali of the COCs could see uttlity in almost ali of the capabilities offered by C2 automation.
However, the question they asked was not one of "is this useful?"but "how useful Is this?".
Before automation Is incorporated Into a COC, the capabilities lt will provide must be shown to
justify the burdens Inherent wlth ItsIntroduction. One of the primary burdens Is the Impact the
hardware will have on mobility. Other burdens are such thlngs as maintenance and power
requirements.
The various capabilities offered by TCO and the other MTACCS systems will have different
levels of value at different COCs. What may be extremely useful atthe MEB level may have little
utility at the Infantry battalion level. Similarly, tile burdens caused by Incorporating additional
hardware will vary by COC. For example, FMF personnel in the DASC Indicated that an additional terminal would have little effect on DASC mobility whtle FMF personnel Inthe Infantry
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battalion COC stressedthe difficulty that would be associated with moving a terminal while foot.
mobile, The utilityand burdensassociated for each piece of hardware In an automated C2 sys.
tem must be examined for each type of COO, 'TheseIssuesmust then be weighed against
each other to determine what hardware and functional capabilities are appropriate for each
echelon,
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Second, the successful Introduction of TCO or other'02 systems Is totally dependent on
communications systems. One of the primary, If not the foremost, functions of a C2 system Is
Information transfer. Without the ability to transfer Information, an automated 02 system
becomes relatively useless, However, development efforts for 02 systems often appear to be
focused primarily on the developmentof Informationmanagement toolswithout considering the
constraintsInduced by the communications systemsavailableat the time of fielding, Anyone
observingthe assessment could easily see the difficultycaused by the Inabilityof TCO to
consistentlytransfer InformationbetweenCOCs.
Third, the developmentof MTACCS should adopt a systems approach. Each component
system must consider not onlyIts own hardware,software, facilities,power and people, but
also the other componentsystemsas Interrelatedparts of the total system. If constraintsdue to
any of the parts put a limit onthe performance of the complete system, developers should
focus their effortson designing to that limit,
Finally,the FDS processprovides a strongvehiclefor both the Integrationof the user Into
the design processend the Implementation of an evolutionary acquisition approach to system
development. But to be fully effectlve, the FDS process needs to employ a rigorous and Integrated methodology. Ali participants need to be full partners In each evolution, and coordination needs to begin at the start of the cycle and continue throughout, Ali the participants In
FDS-1 have learned a great deal. If this Is applled to FDS.2, the USMC will make a strong step
towards realizing their goal for Implementing automation Inthe C2 process,
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